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The Fack Trials Differential 
Supplies due spring 2005 

 

A bolt in conversion for Escort & BMC ‘A’ Series axles 
Now well known in classic trials as well as sporting trials where it originated, this 
unit has solve the diff problem for those cars using Escort or BMC ‘A’ series axles. 
Made entirely of racing quality materials, it has four star wheels, instead of two in 
the standard differential, and all moving parts run on roller bearings. No production 
components are used, and the superb new casing is machined from solid high 
grade steel. 
 

It is not cheap at approx. £465 (no VAT) but what price can you put on having the 
confidence that your differential will not let you down? Your results are bound to 
improve when you can “attack” the hills without worrying, and still be able to drive 
home after the event!  
 

All spares still available 
 
 

Julian Fack, Orchard Farm, Shareshill, Wolverhampton WV10 7LE 
Or leave a message on 07812 108 588 at any time 

 
j.fack@virgin.net 
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Those of you ‘in the know’ (probably only ACTC council members) will realise that 
this edition of Restart is a few days late…. The culprit? The Northern Trial; now that 
we are back competing the weekend that is usually set aside for final editing of this 
edition  is now for bouncing (or at least for this year) 
 

We nearly didn’t make the Northern and then had to retire—for similar reasons! Our 
‘bad fuel weekend’ began when I fuelled  my new diesel Mondeo with petrol on the 
Thursday evening, God knows why, as I have been driving a diesel car for ages. 
With high pressure efi and common rails etc  to drive more than a mile with the 
wrong fuel means replacing very expensive parts of the ignition system. Luckily I 
realised immediately  what  I had done, so I was towed to a Ford garage and they 
sorted  it out. However this was not in time to go to the Lakes, so we towed with our 
older Mondeo — no probs, as it turned out, but normally Jonathan doesn’t let it go 
outside Warwickshire, Worcestershire  or Shropshire! (oh and an occasional trip to 
Northampton) 
 

Jonathan’s brother Michael lives near Ullswater and we had a very pleasant Friday 
evening there. Next morning there was a super drive in the Marlin  to Wigton through 
the snow, cold but with lovely views. We did the first three sections, with Jonathan’s 
brother taking photos on Forest Yump, and while pumping up the tyres after  Darling 
How, Jonathan noticed fuel pouring out of the bottom of the tank—we had holed it 
for the first time in many years and on not that a really rough section. Plenty of dents 
in the past., but no holes. So for the second time in three days the Jonathan 
Toulmins had paid for petrol they weren’t going to use! We had filled up in Carlisle so 
we had enough fuel to get us back to Michael’s house, grab the camera and set off 
in the Mondeo to take some pictures.  
 

Jonathan’s brother is a sporting trialist and he hadn’t seen a one-day classic trial 
before (just the occasional MCC event) and he had a super day, finishing off at 
Sandale, watching tactics with great interest. 
 
Finally I would like to welcome the bikers who have registered with ACTC under the 
new arrangements and make a plea for more bike photos please! 
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I n many ways it seemed a slightly 
strange Exeter to me, because for 
the first time in many years, I was 
able to relax on the Saturday 

evening after the event without having to 
think about the organisation of the 
annual awards ceremony on the Sunday 
morning. It was very civilised to be able 
to just get up, have a decent breakfast 
and drift gently off. The other side of this 
is of course that you, dear reader, don't 
know who has won what for the 2004 
season. The awards will be presented at 
the relaunched ACTC dinner and dance 
in June. The winners of the various 
leagues can and have no doubt worked 
it all out from the tables, but the 
subjective awards are as follows:- 
 
Coupe Des Dames 
Kelly Thomas, Kelly is a second 
generation trialer and drives a Ford 
engined Skoda Estelle in class 7, and 
has put in some very creditable 
performances in her first year, coming 
third in the class (behind Messrs Martin 
& Bricknell ) on several occasions. She 
is one of the leading lights of the "Mud-
Plugging Maidens" all ladies team who 
are attempting to become the first all 
female team to win the MCC team 
championship. 
 
Rest & be Thankful 
Alan Selwood. Alan sits in the left hand 
seat for Nick Farmer of MG Maestro 
fame. Such bravery alone should be 
enough to get him an award, but their 
change of mount to the ex Dave Turner 
BMW has not shed any further light on 

his sanity. I did not say passenger as the 
start of this paragraph and that is 
because Alan does far more that the 
average in terms of assisting his driver 
before, during and after events. 
 
Wait until next Year 
Pete Barr. Cornishmen driving Beetles 
are not exactly a rare phenomenon in 
our sport, but newcomer Pete has 
launched into his new-found sport with 
great enthusiasm and not a little 
success. Regular high finishes in what is 
currently the closely fought class 4 show 
that there is great potential. Clearly the 
only way to curb his progress is to 
present him with the "kiss of death" 
trophy. (Joke honest!) 
 
Moore 
Steve Potter. Many of you may say 
"who?" on seeing the name for Steve is 
an unassuming fellow, who just gets on 
with his trialling, but as soon as I say 
"Trojan" you will all go "Aah". 'Nuf said. 
 
Mike Massey 
Hans Viertel / Peter Allen. Some twenty 
one years ago two of the members of 
Camel Vale Motor Club suggested to the 
committee that the club's "Octo" trial 
should be resurrected as part of the 
resurgence of interest in classic trialing, 
and to be a part of the then new ACTC 
championship. In true committee style 
the response was "good idea, will you 
organise it". So they did, and they still 
do. Its one of my personal favourites, it’ 
been trial of the year in the past, and 
when the Classical Gas website 
organised a straw poll to find the best hill 
anywhere, it was one of theirs that was 
chosen. (Clinnick for those of you who 
are not "wired") 
 
Trial of the Year 
Exe Valley: Crashbox & Classic Car 
Club. As the years have passed, it has 
become more difficult to select the "Trial 
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of the Year" The criteria are subjective 
and the definition of best can be vague - 
best organised; best paperwork; best 
improved; best sections; to often it is 
easy to be distracted by best weather or 
best personal performance. The Exe 
Valley runs at a time of year when 
ultimate stoppers are hard to come by, 
but this year there was something extra 
about the event which made it stand out 
from previous year’s offerings. 
 
Tractor Tug 
Harvey Waters. Erm, it broke, he fixed it, 
it broke again, he fixed it again, it broke 
again, he fixed it again. Normally such 
behaviour would just raise criticism from 
the scrutineer about the quality of one's 
preparation, but when it happens during 
an event and the protagonist still 
manages to win the class, then a token 
of our esteme is clearly justified. It was 
unfortunate that the gremlins should 
strike again just before the Camel, and 
deprive Harvey of a chance to take the 
chase for the Crackington Trophy right 
down to the wire. 
 
Premier 
Dave Symonds. Snapping at the heels of 
the established FWD fraternity comes 
Dave, in the Citroen AX. He's taken the 
class twice during the year and made it 
clear that you don't have to have a Golf 
GTi to be top dog. He also maintains 

family honour by regularly beating his 
son, but how long will that last?  
 

I look forward to presenting all these 
awards in June. Alas, if you cannot 
make it we will not be posting trophies 
out to people. 
________________________________________________ 
 
 

Fire Extinguishers 
Although fire extinguishers are not 
compulsory on all of our trials, the rules 
do recommend that for one's own peace 
on mind it is sensible to carry one. Some 
events do make this compulsory, 
particularly those that use Forest 
Enterprise land where that body tends to 
insist on it. MSA rules (M6.2.1 
referencing Q3.1.1) state that each car 
should carry a 1.75 litre bottle of AFFF. It 
is this rule that Forest Enterprise thinks 
we are adhering to. Most people, myself 
included probably carry 2.5 kgs of dry 
powder.  
 

This has not been an MSA legal system 
for a couple of years. I would therefore 
strongly recommend that everyone 
changes over to the new system during 
the course of this year, before the 
powers that be step in and insist on 
compulsion. Our scrutineers will be 
looking for extinguishers where 
compulsion is required, and they expect 
it not just to be carried, but also to be 
readily accessible. 

 

A CTC was founded nearly 26 
years ago with a membership 
of just 7 clubs, from which time 
the scope of our sport has 

grown in spite of all the perceived 
obstacles. And now in 2005 we’re 
pleased to welcome two more clubs into 
the fold, bringing the current association 
membership  to 24.  Growth can arise in 
many forms: diversification of machinery 
is one, diversification of geography is 
another.  

Sect’
s 

Spin 
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Cheltenham Home Guard Motorcycle 
Club’s application reflects the efforts of 
Keith and Tom in stimulating the 
motorcycle championship, whilst the 
Ilkley & District Motor Club represent the 
opportunity for us to enjoy classic trialling 
in a relatively new and beautiful location. 
 
Cheltenham HGMC was founded in 
1945, and even today their Sphinx Trial 
refers to the 2nd WW regimental home 
guard badge.  They run a diverse range 
of two-wheeled sport, from a round of the 
Sammy Miller Championship trial, to 
Motoball which is football played on 
mopeds!  The club will be represented by 
the very capable Dave Mason. 
 

Our ‘friends in the north’ go back nearer 
to the dawn of motoring: Ilkley & DMC 
was founded in 1910 and caters primarily 
for rallying and PCT competitors.  Much 
physical effort and persuasive discussion 
saw our two delegates Stan Peel and 
John Busfield launch their classic trial 
last year – they now have a ‘foothold’ in 
the area and look forward to developing 
the event, including a dual permit 
arrangement to encourage non 
competition licence holders, particularly 
from their own ranks.   
 
You might have seen one of their 
sections (Watergate) on the Scrappy 
Racers programme, though you might 
also have been exasperated at the over-
engineering deemed necessary by those 
who’d never seen a trial 
before……….my money was on the 
Knucklehead’s black Buggy with the two 
big blokes in the back seat. 
 
My money would have also been well 
placed on a Buggy success during the 
Cotswold Clouds trial. Out on the 
Sunday encouraging another potential 
recruit into our game, I met up with 
engineer colleague Mark at Crooked 
Mustard, then we moved on to the new 
hill for the event, Wicked Juniper.   

 
 
Having jointly critiqued almost every 
attempt on Mustard with Andrew Brown 
(see his E-diary), Mark and I enjoyed the 
spectacle of the epic new woodland track 
which seemed to go up and up and up to 
the skyline, in between an avenue of 
trees. Early attempts failed in the lower 
quarter, foiled by the leaf mould and 
overnight rain. ‘Pity its not a suitable 
section today’ sympathised the keen 
farmer, who soon arrived, bemoaning the 
feeble attempt his 4x4 had made earlier.   
 
Then your chairman arrived in his Buggy, 
crested the first rise at good pace, then 
followed by twin rooster-tails of mud, 
clawed on and on, past the marshals 
running uphill, to break out into that 
welcome sign of success, virgin 
vegetation.  A rare opportunity on this 
event, to be the first to conquer a hill, so 
big grins to all from Simon and Barbara 
during their descent.   
 
Paul Bartleman followed up, also 
enjoying value from his entry fee and 
taking some more mud out of the ruts.  
Then Brian Phipps threw down the 
gauntlet to class 7 with a powered climb 
to the horizon – it must have seemed 
wild with not much steering and those 
trees at arm’s length!  
 
High point here for the saloons was 
Adrian Marfell, claiming a ‘3’ with his 
1300 Beetle, clinching his class here (as 
did Brian) and offering some 
compensation for taking a ruinously tight 
line on Mustard’s left hand bend…...…
but hey, its easy to be a hillside judge, 
isn’t it Andrew!? 
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Yoshi Adams, Pouncy Trophy 
winner 2004 

by Julia Browne 
 

T here can’t be many 
motorcyclists who haven’t come 
across Yoshi Adams. He is very 
much ‘On The Scene’ and 

doesn’t suffer with shyness.  
 
We first met him at the start of the 
Taunton MCC’s Jubilee Trial in 1996, 
where introduced himself and lent us 
gaffa tape, and we were nudging each 
other saying ‘That was Yoshi Adams, 
that was!’ ‘Yoshi’s spontaneous self 
introduction to two obvious rookies at the 
start of a trial and his comfortable 
cruising to victory that day was typical of 
this immensely gregarious character and 
obscenely talented rider (let’s face it, you 
need big over-the-top words when you’re 
talking about Yoshi). By half way through 
the morning, we heard he had lost 6 
marks on a challenging trial in difficult 
conditions, whereas Mike and I were 
reaching exhaustion and were soon to 
retire.  
 
He was riding an XR600 that year, not 
particularly suitable for a nadgery trial, 
and later that year we saw the same 
Yoshi riding the same XR in the Weston 
beach race, complete with gorilla suit. 
‘Or was it actually a gorilla?’ The next 
time we saw him on a Jubilee he was on 
crutches in a fetching red plaster cast, 
result of a desert racing incident. 
 

Yoshi and his big CCM are well known 
on the desert racing circuit, where he is 
one of the best riders out there and 
regularly finishes in the top ten. He’s 
never done a Dakar (well I was always 
going to ask him about that, wasn’t I) but 
the shorter races are not much less of a 
challenge just because they are shorter! 
If you were going desert racing, with all 
that we know about the unequal 

struggle, exhaustion, etc, wouldn’t you 
start a vigorous fitness and training 
regime? Hmm. Not Yoshi; no need. Our 
own home grown off-road motorcycling 
celebrity is extremely matter of fact, has 
tremendous enthusiasm for our sport, 
and he doesn’t train – not in the 
accepted sense of the word. He rides his 
bike every day, uses the CCM for 
commuting, green-laning, rallies such as 
the Hafren (which is a bit like Hoskin and 
Bishops Wood on the Land’s End, but 
the section goes on all day, and is timed 
throughout), he likes beer and food and 
that is the secret. Enjoy life and ride yer 
bike. 
 

Yoshi told me that his intention last year 
was to go out and win the Pouncy trophy 
(mission accomplished on Beta Alp) and 
remarked that he’s missing the desert 
racing. This was on the morning after an 
extremely wet and wild Exeter night run, 
which may have had some significance.  
 
However, at the finish of the Land’s End 
last year (Gold, class winner) we were 
discussing Dakars and deserts, and he 
told us that his mum and girlfriend worry 
about him doing the desert racing. His 
mum, who was there at the finish, 
backed this up, saying with a cheerfully 
wagged finger, ‘After I’m dead, you can 
do what you like!’ Yoshi could be our 
premier desert racer with the appropriate 
backing, but I guess we shouldn’t want 
to kill him in the attempt.   
 

This year he rode the Exeter on his big 
CCM to create more of a challenge for 
himself. It was still un-MOT’d on the 
Wednesday before, having been 
abandoned in the garage for several 
weeks in favour of one of his other 
mounts. (Yoshi has quite a collection 
including a Greeves, which belonged to 
his dad, two DT175s (why?) and a KDX, 
which he referred to as a giant-killer.) 
Result? Er… Gold, class win, second-
fastest special test times for a solo. I’m 
pleased but not that surprised. He will be 
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taking the CCM out on the Land’s End 
and last year’s Beta Alp, class-winner, 
will be piloted by his girlfriend. 
 
Yoshi richly deserves the Pouncy Trophy 
for his consistent riding over last season 
- Gold on both the Lands End and the 
Edinburgh and first or second in class for 
everything else. Luck plays a part in this 

stuff as we are all painfully aware, but in 
Yoshi’s case, luck is given an enormous 
helping hand by gobbets of ability and 
good humour. You can’t beat it. No 
really, you can’t. 
 

Gosh, I hope I didn’t sound like a 
groupie… 

Paul Bartleman - 2004 
Wheelspin Champion 

by Emma Flay 
 

P aul’s interest in vehicles and all 
things mechanical began at 9 
when he passengered in his 
first events for his grandfather, 

on a Stroud &District Motor Club 
production car trial, and the Cotswold 
Clouds. From that time on he improved 
his knowledge of mechanics and upon 
leaving school followed an 
apprenticeship scheme into the field of 
forklift trucks. His passion for motor sport 
and particularly trials did not begin until a 
little older. It was whilst watching the 
Cotswold Clouds after passing his test 
that Paul was offered a burgundy Mk1 
Escort, which was semi prepared. His 
first event, a production car trial at Ross-
on-Wye had him hooked. 
 
Soon after purchasing the car it was 
Mark Linforth, Mark Hobbs and other 
members of Stroud motor club who 
encouraged Paul to take up classic 
trialing. After his first event, the Allen 
trial, he knew that he had a lot to learn. 
The MK1 although semi prepared was 
not as Paul quite wanted, so 18 months 
later he found a standard MK1 Escort 
estate for sale. Not realising the ribbing 
he was about to get for purchasing a 
‘shopping car’ or ‘greenhouse’ as it as 
fondly been known, Paul stripped it out 
and fully rebuilt it for trials. 
 

When I asked Paul about the Estate, he 
said ‘well it ran until 2003’. I think that it 
did a lot more than just ‘ran’. He must 
have competed in nearly every 
championship event and most non 
championship events over a period of 12 
years. He almost won the Wheelspin 
championship, coming 2nd on two 
occasions. He recalls his worst climb as 
Burledge on the Allen where he burnt to 
just an 11. He regards his best day as 
winning overall on the Camel Classic. 
The life the car lead eventually took its 
toll and by 1993 either a new Escort 
shell had to be found or a different tack 
required. 
 

Paul says that he has always liked the 
look of the Troll, and when Derek Pearce 
offered his for sale it was a chance not 
to be missed. With an amount of 
preparation Paul has managed to 
develop the car to gain some good 
results. With 4 consecutive overall wins 
at the end of 2003 he was in a perfect 
position to challenge for the Wheelspin 
the following year. 
 

2004 was an enjoyable year, and 
although it is nice to do well, it isn’t what 
trialing is all about. The hardest week 
between trials was after the Exmoor 
Clouds. From Monday evening till 
Saturday late into the night he rebuilt the 
car after the ascent up Port Lane. He still 
claims this to be the best trial on the 
calendar for total unpredictability and 
sheer enjoyment.  His best result was 
the Camel Classic for achieving such 
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grip from a front 
engined car. The year 
also saw Paul as a 
navigator assisting 
Kelly Thomas on non-
championship events, 
and an organiser 
assisting with Stroud 
committee and clerk of 
the course for the 
Ebworth Classic Trial. 
 

Paul knows that he has 
made some really 
good friends from both 
north and south 
through trialing, and 
acquired a girlfriend 
too. He has spent many a weekend for 
years travelling to Cornwall aiming to 
take the Cornish trophies back to 
Herefordshire in Camel Vale’s classic 
and pct events. Paul maintains that if 
you can do well in Cornwall you can do 
well anywhere. 
 

 I agree with him too but on 
consideration all three champions this 

year Adrian Marfell, Yoshi Adams and 
Paul all come from the Borders with not 
a Cornish man in sight. 
 

Considering Paul’s aims for the future 
there is a stripped out Mk1 Escort in the 
garage, originally my father’s, which he 
is rebuilding and is planning to compete 
in. There are also some events where 
an overall award has eluded him, and he 
has to ‘wait until next year’. 

The Hayward ‘family’ MGB, Highwood 2 on the Cotswold Clouds 
(Photo by Jonathan Toulmin) 

Paul in the Escort on the 1999 Clee 
(Photo by Roger McDonald) 
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Annie Ugalde 
by Robin Moore 

 

F ollowing a prolonged illness 
born with great bravery, dignity 
and cheerfulness Annie died 
peacefully at home in Sidbury 

on the 30th November. 
 
The large congregations attending the 
thanksgiving service at Sidbury Parish 
Church on the 9th December and again 
for the committal at Glynn Valley 
Crematorium in Bodmin the next day 
bore testimony to the love and esteem 
in which Annie was held. 
 
At Sidbury tributes were given by the 
MCC, the Crashbox and Classic Car 
Club, the Ladies Circle and Round 
Table and the Sidmouth ‘Living with 
Cancer’ group. John Aley for the MCC 
in his eulogy encapsulated the values 
of a true and loving partnership. 
 
Annie was born in Essex and following 
her formal education she worked 
initially for Marconi Research and 
Development and in 1967 she started 
working from home writing articles for 
encyclopaedias.  
 
In her leisure time she was involved 
with a semi-professional folk group, 
which was originally formed at Marconi. 
She also sang with the Spinners and 
was billed with Paul Simon. 
 
Annie left Essex in 1973 and moved to 
Exmouth and a year later her first 
marriage failed. She married Roger in 
1975 and they had almost 30 loving 
years together. They became a strong 
team. Annie was very much involved in 
all aspects of running their electrical 
contracting business.  
 
 
 

 

Outside of work Roger and Annie were 
committed to the Round Table and 
Ladies Circle respectively and were 
involved in countless cabarets and 
sketches entertaining others. 
 
From the early 80s trialing and classic 
cars gradually filled their lives and both 
the MCC and the Crashbox Club 
benefited enormously from their 
willingness to be involved and also to 
take responsibility. 
 
Annie and Roger certainly had good 
taste when it came to classic 
motorcars, starting in 1985 with a 1929 
Amilcar, then two pre-war Aston 
Martins and a Bristol, before becoming 
involved with the ex Goff Imhoff Allard 
– one of the legendary Candidi 
Provocatores team cars. Annie was as 
enthusiastic as Roger and was no 
mean navigator to boot. 
 
Annie’s involvement in the Lands End 
since Roger became clerk of the 
course has been immense. Many had 
come to know her as the girl on the 
other end of the phone, quietly 
reassuring and always in control of the 
situation. 
 
Annie enjoyed life to the full and was 
happy in almost everything she did, 
even when her health forced her to 
slow up a bit. She was as happy in her 
own company as she was with others. 
An amazing lady who rarely 
complained or had a bad word to say 
about anyone. Her most pleasant 
personality, sense of humour and 
infectious smile will never be forgotten. 
 
Annie certainly set a good example and 
by that was an inspiration to us all. To 
Roger and his daughters, Lynda and 
Tina, we offer our heartfelt 
condolences. 
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Notes on navigating for Mike 
Telford in the “Tucker Nipper 
Special” on the 2005 Exeter 

by Alan Smith 
 

F riday 7th Jan 9:00 am I left home 
(Harrington, West Cumberland) 
for Carlisle or rather Warwick 
upon Eden. It was an easy run, 

avoided Carlisle traffic by going Dalston-
M6-A69- a few miles extra but well worth 
it. Mike already had the Nipper on the 
trailer and hitched up. Transferred extra 
clothing, maps, etc. from borrowed car 
(my twins - still both learners), had a 
coffee and then left for Gloucester at 
about 10:15am. Steady run down M6 but 
torrential rain at times until well south of 
Preston when Mike had had enough 
driving (there would be enough to do on 
the event). 
 
So my turn at the wheel and no real hold
-ups down the M6, just heavy rain. Then 
the M5 and into Gloucester to our car 
and trailer park - where’s the car park? 
Blanked off with wooden railway 
sleepers - last year it had been 
completely re-modelled and apparently 
without correct planning permission. 
Local council upset, hence the sleepers. 
What to do? Fortunately there’s a small 
restaurant handy; a quick chat to the 
manager and we can park beside his 
service road for two nights. It’s now 7:30 
pm. Much relieved we unload the Nipper 
and have half an hour’s kip or rather 
meditation! 
 
It’s nearly two years since the Nippers’ 
last event - the 2003 Lands End. What a 
disaster - we’d had a little “pinking” 
under load in the 1172 sidevalve for a 
while and tried most known methods of 
cure even changing the head to lower 
the compression. (PS the secret with 
E93As is probably to re-route the water 
through the block, i.e. almost blank off 

some of the holes in the head). Anyway, 
we started at PLUSHA services for the 
run in and after about fifty miles a slight 
rattle developed. By the trial start proper 
at North Petterton it was obvious that we 
were going no further on the trial. We 
retired and “hoped” and nursed our 
clanking way back to Altarnum where 
we’d left the tow car and trailer at the 
Nipper’s first owner’s house! Guess who 
the helpful lady is? Yes, Susan 
Jamieson, of “double Triple” fame with 
sister Marilyn.  
 
It’s taken a while to rebuild the engine so 
we’ve been using Mike’s little Austin 7 
saloon, but it’s not the same with a lid 
on, nor does it have the provenance “as 
they say”, nor can we afford the half 
shaft keys it eats!! (Used to eat). 
 
The Nipper engine rebuild was quite 
major - different block, crank and 
pistons, different con-rods, different 
head, oil filter and cooler and bigger 
radiator core to keep the temperature 
down. Engine was well run in so we 
were hoping for some success, or at 
least a finish. Kip/meditation over we left 
Gloucester for the Cirencester start at 
about 8:10 pm and Mike began to get 
used to driving through the rain with the 
hood up, the ¼ side screens are quite 
effective and with enough clothes it’s 
usually warm enough. The near side has 
a hot exhaust below the floorboards, so 
that helps. 
 
Arrived at Burford Rd Services to find 
the bikes had left and class “0” cars 
beginning to leave, scrutineering and 
documentation straight forward so had a 
good look at the cars; so many Marlins 
(I’ve just bought one so was looking for 
tips - one Marlin had a lower tyre frame 
on the rear so the view backwards was 
easier. All seem to have 14” wheels so 
probably have the van axle with needle 
roller diff.) 
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Then Dave Miller and Denis Beale, two 
more Cumbrians, turned up in their 
Escort, full of beans and raring to go as 
they say. Some interesting cars were 
arriving, including the Ford Primrose of 
Neil and Alison Bray and the Half-
crackers team of MGs. Then three 
Citroen 2CVs parked together, did one 
sound a little different? The two ABSs 
looked to be brave souls hoping the rain 
would stay away. 
 
Last of the class “0” to leave at 9:32 was 
the 1972 Dellow of the Nightingales and 
it was encouraging to see a side valve, 
as well as the tidy Ford Anglia of Nigel 
Hilling. What happened to the other 2 
Ford Pops? Had a coffee from the 
services café then it was about half past 
10 and time to leave. 
 
The run to Haynes museum at Sparkford 
was quite uneventful, light rain was off 
and on so the hood stayed up and there 
was quite a large dead fox in the road 
near Devizes. Had to wait in 
scrutineering queue for a while which 
was thorough and without problems. 
Spoke to Alan Mills in a really nice 
Austin Chummy, it was his first trial, so 
was in class “0” and looking forward to it. 
Then a snack and tea inside whilst the 
later runners were getting soaked by a 
cloudburst. 
 
And so onto the more testing part of the 
event. 
 
We left Haynes museum on time at 2:43 
as the rain was abating and immediately 
went for petrol along with many other 
competitors, particularly the Morgans 
who were running ahead of us. Nice 
short run to the first observed section- 
Windmill Hill - and we went straight to 
the start without waiting. Tyres left alone, 
straightforward section, then Gatcombe 
Lane where there was enough grip to 
make things relatively easy. The next 
observed section, Norman’s Hump, was 

wet but as we were in class 5 it wasn’t a 
problem, tyres down to 15 psi then turn 
off the hill halfway up, thus avoiding the 
restart on the steep bit, which caught out 
quite a few of the more competitive 
classes. Clinton proved to be quite steep 
and rutted for us, and fortunately we 
didn’t have to do the restart, which would 
certainly have been extremely testing for 
us. Three more miles brought us to 
Rockenhayne/Waterloo and long queues 
for approx. 40 minutes due to failed cars 
on Waterloo having to be towed through 
Rockenhayne and then the tow vehicle 
back to the start of both sections. We got 
through Rockenhayne and shortly 
afterwards I believe Waterloo was 
cancelled in order to get things moving. 
 
Plyford was a steady gravel climb, which 
brought us to Streetes at 6:53 am. A 
long wait followed, engines were 
switched off, and the cold began to bite. 
Things started to move just after 8:00 
am. The class “0” cars had been having 
problems with the wet leaves, but then 
there was confusion about who should 
do the restart. As we had been stopped 
for 1¼ hrs and the queues were “still 
growing”, someone wisely decided to 
abandon the restart and Streetes got 
going again and proved quite an easy 
section. Higher Rill was OK and then we 
arrived at Bulverton where we were 
informed that we were the first car to 
arrive (class “O” omitted Bulverton). The 
hill was quite wet in parts but by 
stopping in the middle of the box, the 
restart was OK and we headed for the 
control and Exeter Services, arriving 1¼ 
hours late. We were both ready for a 
“spell off” so had a coffee. Dave Miller 
arrived and said he’d “cleaned” 
everything. We eventually left to refuel 
and check water and oil - both OK. 
 
The engine is working very well without 
missing a beat. I hope we (the crew) can 
do as well. We hadn’t wrong slotted yet, 
but there’s still seventy miles to go. 
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Class 5 don’t do Tillerton Steep, so 
straight to Fingle Hill and special test. 
The hill was much rougher than the 
previous two years and we needed a 
good bounce to get going after the 
reversing move on the special test. 
Wooston Steep, Simms (always our 
biggest challenge) Tipley and Slippery 
Sam with its mud bath all remained. 
 
Simms as always is accompanied by tea, 
cake and 15 minutes to build up the 
tension - in the Ilsington parish hall this 
year instead of outside in the open air. 
After much discussion and a change of 
plugs we decided to attack the hill as 
quickly as we dare and try to keep some 
momentum! It almost worked as we got 
up past the “A” boards then the gradient 
was just too slippery and steep and we 
span the offside wheel and lost 
momentum. After descending backwards 
we found we were the third car on the hill 
and decided that perhaps it would have 
been drier later on. However that’s our 
excuse! 
 
Tipley was manned by the BSA car club, 
so I was looking for Jeff Calver - the hill 
passed quickly, though it was rough, 
without a sight of him. Apparently he was 
up a tree for a better view. Only Slippery 
Sam was left - a bit lumpy and then ‘float’ 
out across the mud and on to the finish at 
the Trecarn Hotel. 
 
I’ve missed out the four or five times we 
wrong slotted. It was mainly due to “brain 
fade”, but Mike is patient and fortunately 
has a rough idea of some of the route 
anyway. So we were quite happy with 
just one fail and looking forward to what 
turned out to be a very enjoyable club 
supper. 
 
However, Dave Miller arrived before the 
dinner and informed us that according to 
the radio, Carlisle was seriously flooded. 
Mike phoned home to find there was 
some damage to his roof and garden 

walls and there was no electricity but 
otherwise everyone was OK. I rang home 
to find the house roof had numerous 
holes, a chimneystack had blown over 
and 20 ft of stone garden wall had 
collapsed but no one hurt. This had 
occurred at 5:00 am Friday morning. We 
were pleased to be too far way to do 
anything and decided to forget about it 
until we got home. 
 
Sunday morning was busy with everyone 
leaving Torquay. We drove the Nipper to 
a carwash then up to Gloucester - loaded 
up - up to Carlisle, which was seriously 
flooded and inaccessible and arrived at 
Mike’s at about 8:00 pm. So the event 
had been very satisfying and enjoyable 
and many, many thanks are due to the 
organising team for a splendid event. 
 
POSTSCRIPT 
A week after the event the MCC 
produced the results on the web and as 
no class 5 cars cleared Simms, the “A” 
boards were enough to give us a gold. 

ACTC awards 
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MCC Exeter Trial 
by Anne  Whellock 

 

O 
ur event started in September 
2004 when our navigators 
booked their places when the 
regs and entry forms came 

out. They’ve been before. MCC trialling 
is addictive. David and Anna Robinson 
have bought a Reliant SS1 but it’s not 
trials prepared yet so they still come 
along with us. Tim and David in the 
‘woos wagon’ - the UVA Fugitive with 
hood and heating system and Anne and 
Anna in the Austin 7 sans hood. We 
booked dinner tickets and B&B at the 
Trecarn. 
 

Then we had to slot in the preparation 
time for two vehicles which somehow did 
not happen until Christmas. In between 
fast flying emails with Pamela Reid, a 
freelance journalist for Motorsports Now! 
the MSA quarterly magazine that goes 
out to all car competition licence holders, 
the Mud Plugging Maidens, John Aley 
and Motor Sport we managed to do 
some car preparation. The press has 
finally woken up to the fact that the MCC 
has been organising bargain basement 
long distance reliability trials for over 100 
years. Hope you enjoyed the feature in 
February Motor Sport. 
 
Fix Austin 7 puncture from March Bovey 
Down trial. Remove cylinder head from 
Austin, replace damaged valve, decoke, 
refit with new head gasket. New spark 
plugs. Weld repair wing mount and n/s/r 
body mount. Road test on New Year’s 
Eve. Found slipping clutch and leaking 
radiator. Radiator out. Engine out. Fit 
new clutch linings. Engine back in. 
Radiator back in. Add rad weld. Road 
test. Found leaking core plug. Fit new 
core plug. Found dynamo not charging. 
Fit new dynamo bearing. Re-secure 
distributor cap. Fit two new tyres to rear 
wheels. Swap wheels and tyres around 
to best advantage. Total days: 6 ½  

Wash UVA Fugitive and remake 
connections to horn. Get MOT. Refill 
windscreen washer bottle  Make up and 
fit two new front mud flaps. Total days: 
½. Ready to go. 
 
Left Popham OK on time and elected to 
go down the A303 as it meant a shorter 
distance. Against the fierce 70 mph wind 
we managed 25 mph. Tim thought there 
was something wrong with the Austin 7 
as I was driving so slowly. Our 
Windwhistle team mate John Green had 
trouble during the night in his Austin 7. A 
combination of a duff fuse making the 
dynamo inoperative, fierce wind and 
dazzling HGV headlights caused the 
battery to run out of juice, so he got 
RAC’d home. He never made it to 
Haynes. But he did make it to Simms 
and the dinner and prize giving where he 
was presented by Judy Treliving with the 
Pete Treliving Austin Seven Trophy for 
the best performance, sadly not including 
a successful climb of Simms, in an 
Austin 7 in 2004. Pete Treliving trialed an 
Austin Seven and was a member of our 
MCC Sevens Up triallng team. 
 
The first half of the Exeter, until Exeter 
Services, the sections are very tame. 
Only Norman’s Hump, Clinton and a 
restart on Bulverton Hill to spice up the 
driving challenge. We amused ourselves 
in the Bovey Woods by shining torches 
at all the chaps disappearing off in to the 
woods to respond to that perfectly 
normal physiological reaction when faced 
with a bit of a scary challenge. A mobile 
loo or three would not go amiss here. 
(£86.95 inc for one for a weekend hire 
from Yeovil Hire Services in Chard.  Add 
£1.00 to the entry fee and you could 
have three). Five and a half hours from 
Haynes to Exeter Services is too long 
without a facilities stop. 
 
I love Waterloo but we lower classes are 
not allowed up there any more. Banished 
we are with class 0 up Rockenhayne. In 
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front of us in the queue to Waterloo/
Rockenhayne was a smart looking 
lopsided VW Beetle. The crew were sure 
they had broken something in Bovey 
Down. The driver blamed me, as it was 
after talking to Tim and me in the 
Sparkford pub lunch halt on the MGCC 
Kimber Trial that he went out and bought 
a VW Beetle to do MCC trials with. My 
fault he said. We weren’t to see them 
again until I was efficiently and calmly 
reversing off Simms having achieved the 
highest climb by an Austin 7, but not 
quite reaching the A boards. ‘Hello again 
ladies’ he shouted from the bottom right 
of the hill where he was spectating. 
 
Whilst we were waiting for the off the 
start line marshal at Waterloo/
Rockenhayne asked how I managed to 
get the Austin 7 this far up the hill as his 
wouldn’t even make it past Gay’s Farm. 
My navigator said it was driver skill. I 
know why I take her along. 
 
Don’t remember much about Plyford, 
Stretes or Higher Rill. Except that a 
facilities stop would have been nice to 
help face up to the restart on Bulverton 
Steep. Us lower classes normally don’t 
do restarts. 
 
The lower classes are also banned from 
Tillerton, which is another hill I love in the 
Austin 7. So after Exeter Services off Tim 
went to tackle a hill he has a love/hate 
relationship with and we went to Fingle. 
At the bottom of Fingle Rob Cull was 
underneath the rear end of his MG 
Midget changing a diff and there was a 
queue. Signs to be read and understood. 
I asked the start line marshal and he 
confirmed my suspicion that it was 
rougher than usual and had caught a few 
people out. Prior preparation prevents 
piss poor performance, I say. At the top I 
had to stop for a bit to allow the engine to 
cool down and refill with water before 
tackling the special test. A herd of bored 
class 7 and 8 went by. They should try it 

in an Austin 7. They would surely have 
more fun.  
 
In the queue to Wooston as I was letting 
some air out the rear tyres a chap from 
the car –the Old Trout (the car not the 
chap) - in the queue behind came up and 
said ‘These things fascinate me’. My 
navigator Anna quipped ‘Is that Austin 7s 
or women?’ which is another reason why 
I bring her along with me. Bit short on 
Minstrels this year but humour, fun and 
laughs in huge supply. He took a while to 
reply but eventually decided it was both. 
 
Wooston was its usual sticky self at the 
spot where us lower classes have to turn 
left. Then take advantage of the facilities, 
tea and cake in Ilsington village hall and 
a quick assessment of the state of 
Simms. All the repair work has been 
worth it. More entries for the Lands End 
guaranteed. 
 
I love Tipley and Slippery Sam. The 
Austin just seems to bounce and hop its 
way up as long as the driver carefully 
picks the right line. Bit spooky driving 
them in the dark. With such a small car 
there is quite a choice of route along 
even the narrowest of tracks. My 
navigator has already booked her place 
for next year’s Exeter. 
 
Tim got a gold and was 2.4 seconds off a 
class win. Must be boring being so 
perfect in class 8? I got silver failing only 
Simms. My best result yet. Other 
Windwhistle Motor Club members did 
OK. Martin Hounsell did not start in his 
Citroen 2CV. Moving to new business 
premises has left him no time for 
preparation. Paul Brooks got bronze 
failing Wooston and Tipley in his VW 
Special he bought for £500.00 from the 
car park at the start of the 2003 Exe 
Valley Trial. And Barry Wallace retired 
with electrical failure during the night with 
a clean sheet in class ‘O’ until Stewarts 
Hill in his Ford Y Special. 
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Being a woman driver, as long as you do 
well enough not to be a complete 
embarrassment but not too well that you 
completely embarrass your fellow man 
you will be alright for another go. The 
trick is not to beat him but to do, if 
possible, equally as well. At least now 
I’m not obliged to drive the Land’s End 
which is a trial I definitely do not enjoy 
but which is so addictive I 
cant not go along. 
 
The marshals and recovery 
crews deserve special 
mention this year. Getting to 
the sections proved a trial 
enough for them and then to 
keep going all night in the 
pouring rain and gale force 
winds was a feat in itself. 
Dealing with larger numbers 
of novices in class ‘O’ is 
something the club has to 
organise itself to cater for 
now that class ‘O’ is the one 
of the biggest classes in the 

event. Novices do test the patience of 
more experienced competitors who were 
themselves novices once. I would 
suggest that the Monte Carlo rally of the 
trials world is not an event to be done 
virginally. Maybe class ‘O’ should run at 
the back of the field? Answers on a 
postcard please. 

The 2005 Exeter Trial 
by Ian Watkins 

 

T he date 9th October 2004 we all 
send off our duly completed 
entry forms for the 2005 Exeter 
Trial and hope all has been 

completed correctly. That’s about the 
easiest part of the whole ordeal. The 
Team : Mark Worsfold BSA B31 1949, 
Chris Brown Norman 197cc B2C 1952, 
and Ian Watkins (me) Matchless G3L 
1941. 
 

From here on it’s blood, sweat and prep. 
Mark’s bike is always excellently 
prepared so all that’s necessary is a 
quick once over and a 10-mile hack. 
Chris has decided to enter of a tiny 2-
stroke rigid trials bike that has no lights, 
no charging system and a tiny 197CC 
engine!!!. This is where Chris calls upon 

Mark’s electrical knowledge and it is 
tested to the full. Chris and Mark 
develop a CHARGING system that 
seems to produce enough output without 
sapping too much power from the 
measly 12HP. My bike it’s the oldest of 
the 3 and is currently still going under 
further development (mainly keeping it 
running). 

Anne & Anna 

Chris’ Bike 
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We decided last year, after a few beers, 
at the end of the Edinburgh trial to run on 
standard road tyres (SRT). This would 
make things even more interesting on 
rocks and mud, in that there is virtually 
no grip!!!! 
 
We all set off from Chris’s house at 4pm 
on Friday heading for Popham Airfield. 
This is the time, when your mind is full of 
nervous anticipation and trepidation, 
riding machines that are between 50 and 
60 years old calls for a lot of worries! 
After the first 20 miles your mind starts to 
focus on all the other aspects of the bike 
not just the engine, gearbox and clutch, 
but the 6 volt electrical system and will 
the dynamo last home, have I enough 
bulbs etc? After another 30 miles your 
thoughts are being drawn towards the 
route and the sections, what condition 
are they, what is the severity going to be 
like. We follow Chris, who seems to 
know all the back roads between 
Dormansland and Popham. This is rather 
nice as it keeps us all away from those 
nasty fast "A" roads.  On the flat covered 
areas Chris’s Norman manages a steady 
35 – 40 mph and all is going rather well. 
Next is my turn, I’ve noticed a couple of 
times that my lights are dimming slightly 
– I tell myself it is my imagination – next 
and carrying the red lamp is Mark – no 
problems. 
 
As we approach Popham Airfield, we 
decide to stop at the services, we all fill 
up and pay – on return I notice a rather 
wet patch and growing quickly in size 
under my bike. I soon realise that it is 
petrol, so out comes the torch for the first 
time, on closer inspection it is traced to 
the feed pipe to the carburettor. The 
solder has come undone, it doesn’t 
matter how many times you check the 
bike there is always something. At this 
point there is lots of banter I’m thinking 
that this is looking potentially terminal, as 
the pipe has come out of the housing. 
Help. After further discussion with the 

team Beeza Geezas and some digging 
around in the “general” spare kit, I find a 
larger piece of rubber hose and pushed it 
up further onto the housing and secured 
a jubilee clip on tight as possible. There 
was a significant reduction in the banter 
as I switched the fuel back on. To all of 
our amazement no fuel leaked out!  So 
we left the garage heading North East on 
the A303 then as we left the slip road 
Chris’s bike has decided to stop. After a 
few kicks, it restarts and off we ride the 
last few miles to Popham Airfield. 

  
Next is signing on and then out for 
scrutineering. This is also a very nervous 
time. Making sure you have crossed the 
Ts and dotted the Is and do your lights 
still work? Yes we all got through safely. 
Time for tea and food, time draws near; 
kit on and outside to start the bikes. Mark 
and my bike start, first kick BUT where’s 
Chris? Nowhere to be seen! Looking 
over our shoulders we see there is a lot 
of kicking but the engine refuses to run 
on anything except ½ throttle. As our 
official start time nears and Chris’s bike 
still refuses to run properly, it’s decided 
to go through the start gate ensuring that 
the correct start time is achieved, once 
through Chris can sort the problems. As 
Chris rests the bike against a convenient 
positioned Transit 3 or 4 helpful marshals 
come to there rescue with lights and 
support. Mark and I sat back and 
enjoyed the spectacle. We started to 

Ian’s broken bike 
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discuss what the problem might be and 
Mark stated, ”I bet the 2 stroke oil has 
dropped through the tank straight into 
the float bowl”. And sure enough after 10 
–15 mins Chris came up with a beaming 
smile and reported “Its bloody oil in the 
float bowl”. At last we head out of 
Popham and west onto the A303. As we 
make steady progression on the A303 it 
soon became obvious that Chris was 
struggling to maintain anything much 
above 30 - 35 mph on the flat and up a 
slight incline 25 – 30 mph. Poor Norman! 
Chris was up and down between 3rd and 
4th trying to maintain a reasonable 
speed. I think a tooth or 2 on the engine 
is the remedy for the Lands End. 
 
After 10 to 15 miles my low beam blew. 
There was a degree of panic and 
concern as we pressed on. I was 
thinking quietly that it might be the 
dynamo or voltage regulator that had 
given up. As we reached Sparkford 
Services it was time to fuel up and 
change the headlight bulb. Mark 
assisted here, while Chris paid extra 
attention to mixing his 2 stroke fuel!! 
 
At Haynes Museum we learn that we’ve 
got an hour and a half wait before the 
off. As we arrive we are sent to the 
scrutineer garage where the bikes are 
checked again for roadworthiness. A 
chance to stock up and have another fat 
attack – full English breakfast fry up is 
the order of the day, to hell with 
cholesterol. At this point I was feeling 
pretty good with the lack of sleep aspect 
not kicking in yet, although the time was 
around 11.30 pm (1½ hours past my 
normal bedtime!) The only preparation 
that I seem to be able to manage is an 
early night and a late get up at 10.30 
am! My biggest problem is that I’ve got 3 
children aged 9, 10 and 11 years who 
cannot keep quiet, especially as I’m 
home! 
 
After breakfast we meet up with Dave 

Hewlett who informed us that Sid Hill, 
500 BSA, has lost his gear lever 
somewhere on the A303.  This is where 
a pair of multigrips comes in really 
handy.  I think he retired. What a blow. 
After all the prep work and you lose a 
gearlever!! We also had a chat with 
George Scowen on a Suzuki DRZ his 
bike is so tall it gives me vertigo just 
looking at it! He said that he’d been 
making good progress and no technical 
problems. The museum had a special 
offer on at £2 per head for the visit, so 
having nearly an hour to kill we all 
decided to have a go and I must say that 
it was well worth the 2 quid. On the way 
out of the museum, we bump into team 
Running Amoc. Roger Ashley and John 
Tinley in the chair, Ralph Brown Yamaha 
Serow, it was supposed to be an AJS 
but was having problems, so he went 
over to his faithful Jap bike and Michael 
Wilkins on his AJS.  At this point Michael 
was telling me that he was having 
problems with the clutch.  They have all 
been helping to sort it out. Something 
about the clutch not disengaging – 
something I know all about. I had a quick 
chat with Ian Rennie riding a Yamaha 
Serow, a new mount for him, he 
normally rides a pre-war girder fork 
Norton 500 but had been plagued with 
electrical problems so had decided to go 
for something a bit more reliable. Time 
to collect our control cards duly signed, 
we kitted up and off we go. First sections 
are only about 13 miles away. At a 
convenient spot, we stop and set our 
tyre pressures.  Basically, with SRT you 
need to go as low as you dare. The tyres 
don’t grip on mud or rocks, so low 
pressure, big footprint and forward 
momentum must be achieved. However 
with machines that weigh in at a hefty 
350 lbs you need all the grip and 
momentum you can muster. 
 
First section is Windmill Hill, quite 
straightforward track ideal for a starter 
with no restart and I went up waiting for 
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the sting in the tail but all OK. Mark and 
Chris both OK, so all pleased. The next 
section Gatcombe Lane was about 40 
miles away, so plenty of time to do some 
more worrying about the bike. Then the 
engine seemed to be getting noisier at 
this point perhaps it was just the stillness 
of the night making it appear louder. Still 
onward Section 2 arrives. The starter 
pulls us up to the start line, which is quite 
a steep start, I have a good look at the 
immediate 3 to 4 metres and that looks 
hard and gravely. This should give us a 
good launch before we hit the mud 
further up. It looks fairly rutted – a 
nightmare on 2 wheels in daylight let 
alone at night being illuminated by 35 
watts of 6 volt dynamo power!! My start 
was a bit shaky, pulling slightly to the left 
but I managed to pull it back to the 
centre of the lane. The further up I got 
the steeper and rougher and narrower it 
became finally the “end boards” are in 
sight and we all manage to clean. 
Onward for about another 3 miles where 
the infamous Norman’s Hump will soon 
be ridden. This section over the past 2-3 
years has become washed out. Quite 
rough slippery loose and steep, so some 
serious concentration will need to be 
applied here. The conversation is that we 
only have to go up as far as the restart 
box, which is far enough on road tyres. 
Normally the start line is a 90 to the 
main lane, Mark takes the initiative and 
goes first (he normally does actually). 
The start area is only about 1 metre 
before the steep climb, there is a deep 
trough on the right with a lot of large 
rocks it is imperative to get a clean start 
here. There is a lot of mud at the start. At 
this point all the normal banter has 
stopped. 
 
Mark lines himself up and starts 
faultlessly as the B31 pulls from zero 
revs and keeps nicely over to the left. 
After that he is out of sight. Up to this 
point the rain had kept away, but I 
started to hear raindrops hitting the visor 

on my crash helmet. I was hoping it was 
only a shower. The starter pointed to me 
and called me to the start position. I 
rolled back a couple of times to make 
sure I was as straight as possible to give 
me the best possible chance of getting 
away clean. I had a close shave at the 
other section and it was considerably 
wider than Normans! I selected first gear, 
the clutch is dragging I think, I hope she 
starts me soon, with that I get the OK 
and drop the clutch as smoothly and 
gradually as I can, as I really can’t afford 
a spinning back wheel here. Fortunately 
the Matchless pulls away beautifully and 
soon I’m past that deep rut on the right 
hand side, as I approach the last ⅓rd of 
the section the hill steepens and I notice 
the engine revs are increasing whilst my 
speed is decreasing and I move over to 
the right looking for extra grip, teasing 
the throttle and moving my body weight 
over the rear wheel, she starts to find 
grip again with 5 metres to go and the 
section ends I got enough motion to 
coast out. Mark waits at the top. He says 
that was a tad slippery and I agree, Chris 
makes it and remarks the same!  
 
The next section is Clinton. This section 
is in the next wood as we arrive there is 
a queue, this usually spells trouble, sure 
enough we wait and wait and finally 
another rider is allowed. We wait again. 
Team Beeza Geeza holds an 
extraordinary meeting. This can only 
mean that it is far worse than last year. 
After a few minutes the riders start to 
trickle through. Again Mark goes first. 
This section is also very muddy, at the 
bottom and the start line is 3-4 metres 
onto the main lane and this mean a right 
hand turn and then up a steep gradient. 
Mark makes another clean and faultless 
ascent. Next up is Chris, who makes a 
beautiful start and makes good progress 
then is out of sight. I move forward and 
line myself up as wide as possible ready 
for the corner. I wait and wait, Chris must 
be in trouble, it’s been 3 or 4 minutes 
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now and it seems an eternity. Finally I’ve 
got the nod. The weather now decides to 
pour with rain and it is really coming 
down. The first corner and climb up went 
really well. Then as I rounded the blind 
corner there in front of me is a very 
washed out and rocky climb with quite 
big steps, so I decide to fire the old girl 
up to give me a chance then shut down 
when I get to the rocky bit. I hit the rocks 
a bit quickly, but manage to hold on and 
feather the throttle and pulled up at the 
top. At the section end Chris tells me 
Norman’s lights went out the vital 
ascent. This caused a few problems but 
still OK.  
 
Rockenhayne is next. The start line is 
mixed in with Waterloo and it takes a 
while to get through and we wait 
patiently. Then it’s Mark’s turn, again 
with a clean start and then darkness –
next it’s me, a clean smooth pull away 
round the corner and into mud deep 
glutenous mud and deep ruts again. I 
put plenty of coal on the fire and hang 
on, as I approach the section ends card 
my front wheel catches the side of a rut 
and forces me to have a giant works 
dab, blind side and very close or even 
out of the section end card. I tell myself 
that one life gone might be gone. The 
observer has deemed my “out of 
section” and still have another life left. 
Chris follows me and his lights go out 
again at the vital point. Claims a clean. 
Next stop is petrol at Q8 garage and a 
cup of coffee. It is now 4.30 am, at this 
point in all the MCC trials you seem to 
reach your lowest ebb, tiredness, fatigue 
and cold all seem to contribute to the 
conditions. Rain is still falling and it is 
very windy and is starting to get wet. We 
don’t have far to ride as the next section 
is only a few miles away, Plyford. The 
start and general direction is straight and 
gravely – we all get through with no 
problem.  
 
Next is Streets. As we arrive there 

seems to be a considerable queue we 
shut our engines down and wait. A 
marshal comes along and informs us 
that a car has got stuck and solo 
motorcycles can make their way to the 
front. On this Chris mounts the bank and 
barges his way to the front. Past lots of 
cars, I follow in a fashion after 
floundering around on the grass. Chris is 
first and I follow. After the section ends 
is the first special test, starting at line A, 
stop full throttle and stop astride the line 
B speed coupled with and making sure 
you don’t put your foot down is essential. 
Chris and I wait after the special tests. 
Mark comes up shortly complaining that 
his bike got stuck down a deep hole and 
no one came to his rescue. Ha Ha !!! 
After the special test we press on as the 
rain is doing the same. Next section is 
Higher Hill. Thoughts are now starting to 
focus on the Exeter services stop we are 
all very wet and cold. The section proved 
to be good “night” section fairly 
straightforward with a couple of turns, all 
clean with no traumas. 
 

Next section is Bulverton Hill. This is 
another tricky section, very muddy at the 
bottom and very rough and muddy 
nearing the top. The start is not good 
when you haven’t a lot of grip and it’s my 
turn to go first. I know that it is 
imperative to get a clean start. The 
starter says, “When you are ready!” I 
select first gear and the clutch is still 
dragging! I keep the engine revs high 
enough to prevent a stall, flick high 
beam on and ease away, getting straight 
up onto the foot rests and getting my 
body weight over the back wheel.  It 
soon becomes apparent that this is by 
far the most difficult section of the night.  
The first ⅓ was reasonable but the next 
⅓ was nearly a bike stopper very little 
grip and very rough and rutted.  There 
were lots of wheelspins, exasperated by 
the whole bike pitching forward and 
back. At this point I thought I MUST NOT 
PUT MY FEET DOWN.  I wound the 
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throttle back another notch and looked 
left and right for grip.  Approaching the 
restart box I was extremely close to the 
marshals and markers, still onward – I 
back off the throttle off as the section 
plateaus. This was a near fatal mistake 
as the 6v lights illuminated the last 4-5 
metres I realised that there was more 
…… mud, I needed to blast out or 
endanger stopping. Thankfully I made it 
out and I got to the top and thought - 
WOW!! I caught my breath, and waited 
for Mark. I heard the B31 working hard 
as Mark was obviously having the same 
tactics as me. He reached the summit 
and retorted “I hope we don’t have many 
more like that”, He said, he came within 
a mm of falling off at one point the bike 
pitched 45° to the main of the section. 
Finally Chris came up and the body 
language suggested that not all had 
gone well, he said he had a little FLF 
(foot like fury) at the middle part of the 
section. Still, we all made it without any 
stops.  
 

Next stop Exeter Services and 12 miles 
more of rain and wind somehow we 
managed to get behind by some 1½ 
hour however we are all still running and 
nothing broken. We hand in our control 
cards, all nearing hyperthermia, however 
we’ve got another 1½ hours to dry out, 
so we peel out of all our kit in the vane 
hope that it will dry off quickly – fat 
chance! Hot food and lots of tea. Then 
all the wet kit is held under all the hot air 
dryers in the men’s loos (thank you 
Exeter services). We chat to George 
who tells us that he has had a few 
problems (stops). After a well-deserved 
rest we put our now damp kit back on 
and collect our control cards. Chris 
decides to “press on”, this is one of 
Chris’s famous proverbs and it normally 
ends in tears! He mutters something 
about getting fuel and mixing it 
properly... Mark goes back to check our 
table and finds Chris’s wallet! This 
should be interesting when he comes to 

pay for his fuel. We start to drive slowly 
round to the service station and just 
catch Chris going in to pay for his fuel. 
This is the moment that Mark and I were 
waiting for. The look of horror filled his 
face and Mark and I both have huge 
grins on our faces …… as we then hand 
over his wallet. Now we’ve got a 20-mile 
hack down to the next section, Fingle 
Hill.  
 

Fingle is very long and a very stony – 
not good on SRT, and is normally very 
smooth. Mark first, it is very windy and 
again a faultless start and first corner. 
Then me, good start and round the 
corner, then I see a very rough and 
rutted lane, which is nothing like last 
year! It is very slippery so I increase the 
speed very slowly making sure that the 
bike stays away from all the deep ruts, 
onward ½ way up now and I’m starting 
to have to work really hard. Had I done 
this section when I was fresh and dry it 
would be totally different. The last ½ of 
the section was getting desperate and 
I’m starting to make little mistakes, 
however I hang on through the mud and 
clean.  
 

Next is the special test. One has to be 

extremely careful on special tests, if you 
inadvertently foot, this is a fail so 
concentration and not too much speed is 
essential. The starter explains the 
requirements, front wheel on line “A, he 
counts me down, 1st gear is selected, 

At the top of Fingle 
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and damn, the clutch is dragging – go! 
Full throttle to B stop pause 
momentarily, and then and instantly go – 
then to stop astride line “C”, good all OK. 
We stop at the top of the lane and take a 
photograph. Next up is Wooston Steep 
This is another section that SRT 
machines have a concession, we only 
have to go ½ way.  Still a tricky section 
though – we all make it and “press on”.   
 

Next is the Esso garage hold control for 
some 20 miles or so, collect signature 
and “press on” further to the beautiful 
village of Ilsington, where the parish 
church provide tea and lovely 
homemade cakes; more energy is taken 
on board. The next section is the famous 
Simms Lane. The conditions are fine, 
dry and sunny, ideal for Simms. Simms 
is one of those very natural sections with 
a blend of mud and rocks. A real crowd 
puller as access is good, but cars and 
sidecars struggle here. No restart for us, 
we are called up to the start line, and go. 
to the right hand side, brake slightly, and 
then gun the bike up to the rocky part, 
back off slightly to make sure you don’t 
loose grip or even worse get a 
concussion puncture. We all made it and 
have selected the right line.  
 

Next up is Tipley. This is a new section 
for Mark and I but Chris thinks he may 
have done it before, can’t remember (or 
so he says) what it’s like! Seems to be a 
bit of a queue here so may be a bit tricky 
than it looks. It is now 11 am and we’ve 
all been awake for over 24 hours, fatigue 
and tiredness really getting the better of 
us now.  First up is Chris no delay, then 
me across the little stream and rocky 
area round a slight right hand bend and 
then facing me was rocks and mud. I 
thought this would be a good section to 
clean, as I ascend, making sure that I 
don’t go too quickly, the bike crashes 
and the tyre bottoms on the rim as I hit 
countless rocky steps.  Then the sting in 
the tail, the last 20 feet is a sea of mud.  
I ease the throttle back in order to gain 

more forward momentum – clean!!!! 
WOW deep breaths all round – we are 
all clean!!! 
 

Mark and I leave the lane. Chris is 
behind, but after a mile or so he is 
nowhere to be seen. We stop and Chris 
comes along, with bike problems, as it 
won’t run on anything more than ½ 
throttle. Chris is convinced a plug is 
needed, Mark says no you need to clean 
the carb. A plug is changed, with no 
difference, and off comes the carb again 
and it is cleaned out – first kick and 
away goes “Storming Norman”. Next 
section and the last is Slippery Sam. 
This section is a rocky, twisting and not 

too steep lane. Again SRT have a low 
start line here. Chris goes first, no delay, 
then me. A nice clean start and round 
the corner and where did all boulders 
comes from? The recent rain must have 
washed through and exposed all those 
monster rocks. I see a line through two 
big rocks; it’s very tight so positioning is 
crucial. Just through and the front wheel 
caught a smaller rock and sent me 
careering into the bank. Its time, I 
thought to use a lifeline a massive dab 
and steadier. I gain full control and 
further upward. I noticed that when I 
dabbed I knocked off my route map, I 
climb down the section and retrieve it 
from one of the very nice observers.  
 
Final stop is the Trecarn Hotel. It’s now 

Chris mending his bike 
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1.30 pm and we all hand in our numbers 
and control cards. All three of us claim 
golds. With the blink of an eye Mark trots 
up with 3 pints. What a fantastic sight!!! 
We meet up with Ian Rennie who is also 
pleased with his new mount and claims 
gold. Roger Ashby and John Tinley 
report that they had quite a few 
problems. Michael Wilkes on the big AJS 
had to retire due to clutch problems. 
Ralph Brown’s trusty Jap bike claimed a 
gold too. Yoshi on the big 600 CCM 
claimed a gold. Yoshi changed his mount 
from his Beta Alp to his CCM, this is the 
bike he used on the North Africa rally, we 
tell him he has got to do it next time on 
SRTs – no comment!!!  We all sit down 
and tell accounts of various situations 
endured throughout the night. Lynda, 
Chris’s better half is due to turn up soon, 
we are all fading fast now. Time to check 
in at our hotel and get some sleep. Next 
is the club supper and presentations. In 
the bar of the Trecarn there is an electric 
atmosphere and a sense of satisfaction. 
 

Shortly after dinner Gerry Woolcott 
delivers a speech and starts to present 
the coveted triple awards. There are only 
a few given out each year and Mark 
achieved this on his trusty BSA B31 on 
STR. Gerry Woolcott calls Mark up to 
collect 5 awards in all, the Triple, the 
team award for best 
motorcycle team over 3 
trials, the team award for 
the MCC Team 
Championship team for 
the best performance by 
a team. Mark staggers 
back, with all his tin 
ware, Chris and I both 
receive our team awards 
and we all end up staying 
later than we should. 
Finally, we manage to 
drag Mark away from the 
bar at 11.30 pm. 
 
Mark and Chris are 

taking their bikes back in the van, but I’ve 
decided that I will brave the weather and 
the possible mechanical gremlins and 
ride the proven Matchless back home.  
George Scowen has kindly offered to 
ride with me for company.   
 

Picture below shows the battled 
Matchless set to leave the Trecarn Hotel.  
 
All went well going home at a really 
steady 50 to 55 mph, taking 6 hours to 
cover over 250 miles, not bad on a bike 
of 64 years young!  
 

I think it’s fair to say that we all had a 
bloody good weekend.!!! 
 

Mark with silverware! 

Ian leaving the Trecarn Hotel 
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Clee 2005 
by Paul Allaway 

 

A  chilled wind greeted those who 
made the trek to the Craven 
Arms Hotel in Craven Arms for 
the start of the 2005 Clee Hills 

Trial. Overnight snow had forced a 
change in the route avoiding the Long 
Mynd, however the organising team had 
this problem well in hand with a revised 
handout to go with the route card. 
Outside in the car park after 
scrutineering, Mike Collins’ Golf 
developed a misfire that Mike quickly 
cured with some sticky tape around one 
of the distributor caps’ towers. One 
notable absentee was Giles Greenslade 
who was holed up in bed with ‘flu. A 
welcome returnee was Tristan White, 
ably assisted by Emma Flay, in the 
yellow Escort with freshly rebuilt 
mechanicals. 
 
Classes 1-5 were sent to Ratlingthorpe 
special test first which involved a short 
deviation to the left off the main track 
and then straight to the start of the 
Ratlingthorpe section that climbed up 
through the snow to the section ends. 
The descent from the section ends 
board took us back to the main road 
where literally across the main road 
were the two next sections Phil’s Folly 
and Gatten’s Gamble. 
 
There was a long queue when the class 
1s arrived, the MG Midget of David and 
Pat Bowlas had slid off the section and 
was in the process of being recovered 
under the supervision of Classical Gas 
writer Michael Leete. This required a 
long towrope around a tree and a large 
number of bodies, which allowed the 
Midget to be slid down a bank and into a 
field where it made its way to Gatten’s 
Gamble. This delay caused the 
cancellation of Phil’s Folly. 
 

Gatten’s Gamble only claimed three 
runners, Derek Reynolds and Fred Mills 
in their DAF, failed to leave the start line, 
Thomas Aldrian and Paul Briscoe in their 
Austin 7 dropped 7 marks and quite 
remarkably Harvey Waters and Andrew 
Jory dropped 5 marks in their Escort. Bill 
Bennett in his effort to match Adrian 
Dommett made a superb getaway from 
the start but showered a picture taking 
Aaron Haizelden with mud, so now Bill 
can expect a cleaning bill Bill! 
 

A long descent through a farm took us 
back to a main road, which took us onto 
the Walkmill section. Unfortunately 
Andrew Burt and Mike McIntosh failed to 
leave the start line & collected 6 marks. 
 

Classes 1-5 made their way to the 
Adstone section, the descent to the hill 
was in fact more difficult than the actual 
hill itself. Andrew Burt’s problems 
continued as he slipped out of the ruts 
on the descent and the car needed man-
handling to get it back into the ruts. As 
for the hill itself classes 1-5 all went 
clean, class 8 had a much harder time 
having to climb the deeply rutted 
descent. It claimed three cars, Carl and 
Calvin Talbot’s Trialsmaster with 7 
marks, Ian Davis and Richard Jones’ 
Buggy also with 7 and David and Brian 
Foreshew’s Ford with 4 marks. The hill 
this time was called Medlcott and it was 
cancelled for classes 6 and 7. 
  
On the way to Allez ‘Oop the crew in the 
green Golf developed a louder knock 
than normal from the rear and a quick 
investigation revealed the rear wheels 
were making a bid for freedom. Dave 
emerged brandishing a wheel brace and 
this time remembered to tighten his nuts! 
A job he should have done 300 miles 
earlier in Exeter. 
 

Allez ‘Oop was next for 1-5, a shale and 
ice climb into the snow on the summit 
which provided superb views on such a 
crisp and clear day. Six cars surprisingly 
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failed this section, one of them being 
Chris Symons who failed to leave the 
start. Father David showed how it should 
be done by bouncing the AX off the rev 
limiter on his way to the top but found the 
descent quicker than normal after the 
green Golf punted the rear of the AX 
when Dave S came to an unexpected 
halt, much to the detriment of the Golf’s 
right hand headlight. 
 

Next on the agenda was Harton special 
test in which Paul Bartleman and Kelly 
Thomas annihilated the field with an 
astounding 4.9 seconds. The steep climb 
of Longville special test with its difficult 
restart line was next but this year most 
people were wise to this section and 
there were only 5 fails. 
 

Sections Easthope 1 and 2 were next for 
1-5 and these provided the sting in the 
tail. Easthope 1 had a step just on the 4 
marker stopped just about everyone 
except Adrian Marfell who went clean. In 
class 5 Geraint Owen and Winston 
Teague secured class 5 beating Jeff and 
Carol Buchanan’s Reliant 6 to 9. The 
tree at the bottom of the section collected 
a number of cars but the most damage 
inflicted was on Brian Osborn’s MGB, 
which collected the tree just in front of 
the right hand rear wheel pushing the 
axle back. Efficient recovery at the top 
had everyone driving along the top of the 
hill and descending to Easthope 2. 
 

The best climbs on Easthope 2 were 
from class 8 with Mike Workman and Ian 
Davis dropping 2 marks along with 
Simon Woodall who went on to a rare 
class 8 win. Adrian Marfell’s string of 
cleans came to a halt at the 4 marker, 
not bad for a 1300 Beetle, as still with 
this hitch he won overall! This allowed 
Dave Dyer to take his Marfell prepared 
Beetle to a class 4 win, well done Dave. 
 

For classes 1-5 the run to the finish had 
just 3 hills, Jenny Wind, Harley Bank 1 
and Hungerford. 

 
On Jenny Wind Dave and Aaron 
Haizelden became the first FWD crew to 
clear the section and this 2 point 
advantage gave Dave his first ever class 
win on the Clee. The red Golf of Mike 
Collins was hampered by the weight it 
was carrying and we’re not talking 
“ballast” here!  Adrian Dommett and Judy 
Phillips’ excellent run continued with a 
clean over Bill Bennett’s 5, which gave 
them an 11 point advantage to win the 
class and second overall. (Time for a 
bigger blower Bill?) 
 

Harley Bank 1 only claimed 2 runners, 
Richard Parker and Matthew Ayrton’s 
Austin 7, which dropped 3 marks but 
Dick Bolt’s Escort broke its propshaft on 
the 11 marker which Dick duly repaired 
but retired at this point. 
 

Harley Bank 2 was run for classes 6, 7 
and 8. In 7 Andrew Martin wrapped up 
the class with 8 marks dropped while 
father Sticker Martin went clean on 
Harley Bank 1 to wrap up class 3 making 
it a family double. In class 6 Mark Smith 
and Adrian Turbutt despite dropping 10 
marks on Harley Bank 2 still won the 
class from John and June Sargeant. 
 

Due to a recovery Land Rover breaking 
its transmission Hungerford was 
cancelled for classes 1, 2 and 5 but not 
before Terry Coventry had a crack at the 
hill and managed to haul the Peugeot to 
the 2 marker despite having to contend 
with a double puncture. 
 

Everyone proceed back to the Craven 
Arms for their unusual finishers 
certificate which was a laminated picture 
of Bert and Victor Woodall ascending 
Allez ‘Oop in 1939. (Simon Woodall’s 
uncle and father –ed) 
 

Well done to the organising and 
marshalling teams in the adverse 
weather conditions. 
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The 2005 Clee Hills Trial 
by Dave Sargeant 

 

W e started out early from 
home and took a steady 
ride from Worcestershire 
into Shropshire; the old 

Beetle has never been famous for its 
heating so we knew we were going to 
have a chilly day ahead. One thing 
guaranteed from the day ahead was 
picture postcard scenery from the 
glorious Clee hills. Scrutineering was 
swift as ever with John and June Blakely 
doing a great job. We signed on and 
collected our route card with 
amendments from Pat Toulmin, looking 
at the first amendment it was clear there 
was plenty of snow around with us 
having to divert from going over the 
Long Mynd. 
 

Off we set for the first special test of the 
day in our class 4 Beetle. 
 

Ratlinghope was first for us. The scenery 
was fantastic as we waited for the 
Escorts in front of us to go the test was 
quite straight forward all wheels across 
line B then back across b and astride C. 
The B board was quite slippery and 
certainly made pulling away again for the 
C board difficult. From the C board we 
went straight into Ratlinghope Hill, not a 
difficult section but with a great view of 
the countryside.  
 
On we went to a new hill, Phil’s Folly, 
which was located next to Gatten’s 
Gamble. We arrived to see the first car 
attempt the section, which was Jeff and 
Carol Buchanan in the Reliant, the car 
was at the top of the hill being towed out 
by a four wheel drive jeep, but 
unfortunately was not having much 
success and with the edge of the field 
looming, the watching competitors 
decided to go and help. It took about 10 
people to push first the jeep then the 
Reliant away from the edge and off 

towards the next section, By this time it 
had been decided they would cancel the 
section for all the classes who were 
there and we all had to back up and form 
a new queue at Gatten’s Gamble, it was 
a shame for the marshals and the 
competitors, as it did look a good 
section. 
 
Gattens Gamble was a straight forward 
climb no real problems for anyone and 
then Walkmill was next. We set of with 
12 psi in the tyres, I probably would have 
been more comfortable being at 10 as 
the car didn’t stop wheel spinning I had 
to keep backing off the power to get grip, 
but no real worries.  
 
And then it was on to Adstone. The hill 
was straight forward, but getting down to 
it was another matter!! We slowly 
followed the other Beetles down the 
section, having to wait for quite a length 
of time as an Austin 7 was nearly 
consumed by the ruts. Then I edged too 
close to the right and consequently fell 
into the gully with both left hand wheels 
the further I went down the more the car 
got stuck leaving me with the front 
bumper hard against a tree and the floor 
of the car wedged on the bank stuck fast 
I couldn’t go backwards or forwards, as 
the oil light came on as I was on such an 
angle I turned off the engine and waited 
for help. It came from a couple of 
marshals and Colin Perryman, Peter 
Barr and his passenger, armed with a 
hand winch and ropes they tied around a 
tree and connected the cable to my rear 
tow eye. It was at this stage Jayne 
decided it was better if she could get out 
of the car while, it was attempted to be 
retrieved, so she climbed out of the 
passenger door and waited down the 
hill. The winch did its job, the guys soon 
pulled the car back from the tree by a 
few metres, however the problem was it 
was still in the ditch and no way of 
getting the wheels out. Colin Perryman 
and Peter Barr rallied the guys and 
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promptly lifted the front of the Beetle 
onto the track. I then drove the car 
forward back upright. Our heart felt 
thanks go out to all the people who 
helped us and I only damaged the back 
wing.  
 

At Allez ‘Oop the route specified that 18 
psi was needed and I struggled to pull 
away as I had so much grip on the first 
corner. After the bend we picked up 
momentum and it was a straightforward 
climb, I see from the results it stopped a 
few of class 1 and 2. The views were 
fantastic especially with the snow on the 
ground and we just had time for a quick 
snowball fight at the top before moving 
off to the Harton Wood special test.  
 

I remember marshalling this as a hill 
years ago, this greasy special test was 
extremely slippery on the B board, I think 
it would have been a great test as a 
section with a restart, how about it 
Jonathan?  
 

Next was the Longville special test. I 
promised myself last year that I would 
definitely go far enough back this year, 
but what did I do? - exactly the same as 
last year only less smoke surrounded 
the car as I struggled to get back up to 
the B board, I said to Jayne that’s far 
enough back, to which she replied I don’t 

think it is, she was right !! Onto diff test it 
was nice to see Paul and Anne 
Fairbanks out, will Paul ever get that old 
special back out?  
 
Easthope is a really difficult section and 
the only way to climb it is flat out straight 
away, but with the added problem of 
hitting a tree as the track slopes to the 
right hand side at the start. We arrived 
just as Terry Ball in his beautifully 
prepared Beetle took of the start line, 
and whacked the rear wing off the first 
tree, it didn’t stop his climb though and 
he managed to get a 4. Next to attempt 
the climb was Adrian Marfell in his 
orange Beetle, he left the line in his 
usually attacking mode, and drove 
superbly up to the corner where the 4 
marker was and was able to back off 
and go around the bend to clear the 
section, I stood with Bill Bennett and we 
watched with awe. The cries of follow 
that rang in my ears as we watched 
David Dyer attempt the section, he too 
attacked the section with vigour, missing 
the tree by inches, he climbed well until 
the bend where he fell of the track into a 
tree badly damaging the wing and front 
panel again getting a 4. Bill Bennett was 
next with his gorgeous old MG, Bill too 
attacked the start and made a good 
climb up to a 5, finally we attempted the 

section, I thought I 
may as well join the 
club and go flat out 
from the start 8 psi 
in the rear tyres and 
we were away, the 
Beetle went well 
apart from slowing 
drastically up as we 
reached the bend 
and resulting in us 
nearly reaching the 
4 marker. We were 
pulled out of the 
section by a land 
rover. This hill 
proved difficult for 

Dave on Longville! 
(Photo by Dave Cook) 
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Clee Hills 
Trial  2005 

 
 
 

Terry Ball at the top 
of Allez ‘Oop 

 
(photo by Ken 

Martin) 

 
 

Geraint Owen & 
Winston Teague 

on Gatten’s 
Gamble  

 
(Photo by Roger 

MacDonald) 

 
 
David & Pat 
Bowlas on Phil’s 
Folly  
 
(Photo by Roger 
MacDonald) 
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Ian Davis & 
Richard Jones 
on Allez ‘Oop 
 
(Photo by 
Roger 
MacDonald) 

 
 
 
Harvey Waters & 
Andrew Jory on 
Gatten’s Gamble 
 
(Photo by Roger 
MacDonald 

 
 
David Dyer and Buzz 

Cooksley on 
Easthope 1 

 
(Photo by Peter 

Wigglesworth) 
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Silkolene 
Pro Boost Octane Improver. Specially developed to 
combat pre-ignition and improve acceleration. 
Improves throttle response and facilitates cold starting 
1 litre                  £10.99 
Pro FST fuel system treatment. Guards against  cold 
start engine wear, carburettor icing and fuel system 
corrosion. Combats carburettor sticking and jet 
blocking. Reduces engine “knock” (pre ignition).  
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most of the competitors, only a handful 
of class 8 and 7 managed to clear the 
section, and of course overall winner 
Adrian Marfell.  
 
Easthope 2 was next. We got there in 
time to see David Dyer get a 5, a really 
great attempt as the corner was very 
difficult, Adrian got a 4 and Terry got an 
8, the same as we did, Pete Barr got a 
useful 7. Great climbs from Adrian 
Dommett with a 3, and Simon Woodall, 
Mike Workman and Ian Davis in class 8 
getting a close as you can with a 2. 
 

As ever the Jenny Wind was as greasy 
as ever, we climbed out of the ruts and 
got a 4, as did Terry Ball, David Dyer 
climbed well to a 3 and Adrian 
unbelievably cleared the section! David 
Haizelden had an even more fantastic 
climb with a clear (to become the 1st 
class 1 driver to clear this section – ed), 
as did Harvey Waters, Adrian Dommett 
and Andrew Martin. Class 6 best climb 
came from Gary Browning with a 3. Only 
3 cars in class 8 got as high as a 4 and 
these included the class 8 winner Simon 
Woodall.  
 

Harley Bank was quite a straightforward 
climb, 
however we 
could have 
done with a 
lawn mower 
to clear the 
grass from 
the centre of 
the track! 
 

We got to 
Hungerford 
and Ian 
Bates came 
over to us 
and said 
that after the 
section ends 
board the 
ruts were 

very deep and to treat the rest of the 
way out as a section. He stopped the 
other classes attempting it while we 
were there in order to try and get all of 
class 4 out of the section first, so off we 
went one by one and all of class 4 
cleaned the section and got through the 
ruts comfortably. David Dyer had a 
puncture on the way out and was helped 
out by Adrian so that we could all get 
out. We had fun trying to find the rear 
tyre valves at the end to blow the tyres 
up though.  
 

Back to Craven Arms Hotel to sign off 
and get back to pick the kids up from the 
baby sitters. A great day out shame I 
mucked up Longville special test, still 
there’s always next year and perhaps I’ll 
listen to Jayne as to when I decide to put 
it into first gear!  
 
Many thanks go to all the organisers and 
marshals for all their hard work. We did 
manage to not only finish in the light but 
we also got home in the light, ‘perfect’.  
 
See you next year! 

Dave’s Dad John enjoying himself on Allez ‘Oop 
(photo by Roger MacDonald) 
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Nought to it! 
by Brian Osborn 

 

A fter fifteen years of triallng in 
class 5 and at the tender age of 
34 years, I thought it time my 
MGB had an easier life and so 

a spell of gentle semi-retirement in class 
0 was planned for both of us, as keeping 
it going can be a job in itself if it gets 
damaged. 
 

We intended to finish competing in class 
5 with the Allen in November 2004, 
during which we were enjoying 
ourselves although running well down in 
class, until on the penultimate section – 
Little Uplands – we broke the front eye 
off the nearside rear spring.  After 
strapping it up we limped in to the finish 
and were trailered home, so endeth 
class 5. 
 

Class 0 started with the Exeter Trial 
2005. The MCC’s approach to class 0 is 
to almost run two events, some of the 
easier sections are shared with the main 
trial, but they substitute other easier 
sections for the rougher or tougher ones. 
So it was on The Exeter. 
 

We left Sparkford just after the bikes as 
second car and headed for Windmill Hill, 
which is Sugg Lane in reverse. The 
bikes in front were suffering from the 
wind, no - not due to the breakfast at 
Haynes, but to the blustery conditions 
and they needed most of the road to 
stay upright. At least it was comfy in the 
car with the hood up, although the hard-
core Marliners would no doubt claim this 
to be wimpish. 
 

Windmill Hill proved to be no problem 
and re-enforced my intentions to let the 
tyres down slightly and then run like that 
all day, like we did on the Edinburgh two 
years ago when we saved much time in 
not deflating/inflating the tyres at every 
section It’s only class 0 isn’t it! Coming 
down Sugg Lane we were running first 

car and had to do a bit of tree and bush 
clearance as the wind had blown most of 
the hedge and tree trimmings, etc over 
the track. 
 

On to Gatcombe Lane where my theory 
on the tyres was soon altered as it 
looked a bit slippery, so let tyres down a 
bit more and up we went. Whilst re-
inflating tyres, Dave Bowlas in his 
Midget (third car – first had got lost) went 
by, so we were back to running second 
car which turned out to be a mistake as 
when we got to Rockenhayne/Waterloo 
he was sent up Waterloo by mistake.  
 

This was Dave’s first Exeter and he 
didn’t know any different, if it had been 
me, as it should have been, I would have 
sorted out the marshals and gone 
straight up Rockenhayne. Anyway, Dave 
stuck on the first right hand bend; he 
reversed out of the bend and was sent 
up Rockenhayne as a failure, only to get 
stuck part way up. It was raining hard 
and as first car up there with no 
approach run, it was very slippery. The 
team of marshals appeared to be 
struggling, the regulars with knowledge 
of this section seemed to be absent, the 
radio to the top was only working one 
way and so we had quite a delay in 
getting the cars going. 
 

I was eventually sent up only to meet 
Dave stuck further up the section, the 
recovery vehicle then couldn’t get past. 
We had to return to the start and so did 
Dave and after restarting he 
disappeared from view. We then waited 
ages to see if he had cleared the 
section, eventually the start marshal 
said, “it must be clear, off you go”, so off 
we went. We were about 2/3 up when 
we met the recovery coming down, we 
didn’t dare slow down too much as we 
would have stuck, showing much 
presence of mind the recoverer slipped 
the Land Rover into reverse and we 
followed him up to pass the sections end 
board and then we went around him on 
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the bend. My navigator – Martin Price – 
got out to open the gate and went A over 
T in the mud, it looked quite funny, 
except it wasn’t as it appeared that when 
had fallen he had broken a finger. Should 
have put his boots on, but it’s only class 
0, isn’t it! 
 

On to Stewart’s Hill with Alan Foster 
marshalling, class 0 only, no problem, 
very steep but short track. 
 

Then to Stretes, which is where the fun 
began. Whilst earlier re-inflating tyres, 
Chris Adeney in his Morgan had gone 
past and so was now first car. He went 
up, cleared the section (no restart for us), 
we followed, also cleared the section, 
and continued up to find Chris stuck up 
near the top, we stopped and with 
difficulty pushed him up to the special 
test, we then couldn’t get going again. 
Could not drop back for a run as other 
cars now behind, so Chris and navigator 
David then ended up pushing me. This 
presumably was the start of the delay for 
the rest of the field. It is surprising how a 
section that is usually fairly easy can with 
a bit of rain suddenly cause problems. 
The problem, I think, was due to the 
section and special test being too close 
together, so that whilst we were there the 
cars waiting for the test had to queue on 
the steepest part of the hill and then had 
difficulty re-starting. Not only can this 
cause delays, but repeated stopping and 
starting of many vehicles on steep tracks 
can be very hard on the vehicles 
concerned, (wearing the clutch out very 
quickly for example) and also causes 
excess erosion of the track surface which 
our volunteers usually have to repair at 
some later date. 
 

Higher Rill was cleared, and on to 
Otterton Woods where we did Back 
Lane, we arrived just as the marshals 
were setting up, so even with the delays 
we were still running early. Due to the 
route card being a bit ambiguous, Dave 
Bowlas who was somewhere behind us, 

took the wrong track and went to 
Bulverton, fortunately with the delay at 
Stretes he was able to reverse all the 
way back only meeting a couple of bikes 
on the way. Could have been a problem 
a bit later. We then headed for Exeter 
Services where we arrived ½ hour early 
at 6.20 am, time for another breakfast. 
They got the muesli out especially for us, 
need your oats on an event like this. 
 

When we got to Fingle Bridge the 
Electricity men were busy trying to get 
power back on to the café/pub by the 
bridge after the gale of the night before, 
so even if we had been allowed to stop 
for a coffee, they weren’t open anyway. 
Surely the highlight of any Exeter is a 
nice steady climb of Fingle, getting a bit 
rougher now but still a delight especially 
at 8 in the morning. Apparently the three 
wheelers in class 0 found this hill to be 
quite a challenge. 
 

Wooston Bank is a bit tame, Pepperdon, 
where we arrived before the marshals 
had set up, was a steep slippery twisty 
tarmac lane that the postman negotiates 
daily, but could have been a challenge 
for some of the class. Penhales 
Plantation (Simms escape track) with a 
restart needed care but was OK, then a 
drive to Babbacombe to claim a class 0 
award at the unearthly hour of 1300hrs, 1 
hour early and finishing with the bikes. 
 

Conclusion – some of it a bit tame for us, 
although certainly not a romp and if I had 
not let the tyres down we probably could 
have failed several. The three wheelers 
in class 0 did not find it so tame though; 
in fact there were only 9 class 0 awards 
out of 38 starters, Gatcombe Lane and 
Rockenhayne claiming the most failures. 
Certainly a good introduction to trialling 
for newcomers and a good semi-
retirement way to join in the fun for the 
‘Old Farts’ like us. 
 

As the car was still in one piece, class 0 
in the Clee Hills Trial beckoned, so we 
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entered. Now the MAC’s approach to 
class 0 is slightly different to the MCC’s. 
Their idea is that whilst they have all the 
organisation and marshals in place for 
the ACTC championship event, they may 
as well run a clubsport event alongside 
for those club members that might not 
have a competition licence or a trials 
prepared car and want to have a go. The 
only difference is the omission of a few of 
the more difficult or rougher sections. 
Consequently, some of the sections can 
be quite tough as we found out. We have 
done class 5 in the Clee many times so 
we should have known what to expect. 
 

This time instead of being in front of the 
pack, we were at the back end and 
followed the 1-5 loop in the company of 
two other MGBs, one a very standard 
BGT of Michael Watkins, and the first 
time out for the roadster that Vic Lockley 
has been preparing for trials. 
 

For us the best part of the day was when 
my navigator on his first trial (although he 
has done several stints at marshalling) 
didn’t consider that the route over the 
Long Mynd would be impassable. So he 
directed me up the proper route onto the 
top where it was an absolutely beautiful 
winter wonderland, white all round, 1 to 3 
inches of snow, sunny and crisp, the road 
snowy, with two icy looking tracks, but 
still sufficient grip. Probably just as well 
only a few triallers went that way though 
as I understand some day-trippers got 
stuck later on. Then, a bit of care going 
downhill to Ratlinghope, it could have 
been icy; and the first special test and 
section 2 which we cleared ok. 
 

Joined the queue at Phil’s Folly just in 
time to see Dave Bowlas tobogganing 
down the field in his Midget, after which 
that section was abandoned. The queue 
then went to Gatten’s Gamble with 
different start lines for various classes, 
although what class was the Centurian 
tank in? A nice climb and we cleared OK, 
as we did Walkmill. 

 A bit of confusion for our class at 
Wentnor where the signpost must have 
been interfered with, but eventually most 
made it to Allez ‘Oop only for us to sit in 
the big hole in the gravel on the start line 
left by the earlier runners, the only class 
0 car to get away was the Troll of Bill 
Faulkner who then cleared the section 
and got to see the splendid views from 
the top, shame more of us couldn’t have 
shared the treat. Longville proved a 
challenge for us, as although class 0 did 
not have to stop at B, most of us failed to 
even reach B, resulting in the section 
being discounted for 0 in the results. 
 

Up to Wenlock Edge and Easthope Wood 
where the slippery conditions meant most 
of our class except the Troll got cricket 
scores on both Easthope 1 & 2. Yours 
truly was concentrating hard to keep left 
of the tree at the foot of Easthope 1, we 
got the front past OK only for the rear 
wheels to slide out of the tracks and find 
it. The tree was harder than the car, it hit 
the rear o/s wheel and spinner knocking 
the axle back, breaking the front eye off 
the spring and moving the axle so far 
back that the prop shaft spline came out 
of engagement, so that even when we 
had affected temporary repairs and 
strapped the axle back into position as 
we had done on the Allen, we had no 
drive and so had to await recovery. 
Fortunately, Dave Bowlas had trailered 
his Midget to the start and kindly took my 
B home again. So ended my Clee. It’s 
only class 0 after all! 
 

Not surprisingly the results show that the 
Troll came first in class 0 after losing 9 
points on Easthope 1 & 2. Second was 
the Austin 7 of Adam Jones and Ken 
Green brought his Ford Popular into a 
well-earned third place, well done Ken. 
 

Conclusion – definitely not tame and not 
very much different from class 5 as 
Hungerford was dropped for them 
anyway as on the day the exit track was 
too deeply rutted for classes 1, 2 & 5 to 
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negotiate. Good fun until I bust the car, 
replaced the spring and re-engaged the 
prop shaft in the following couple of 
days, but the bent rear wing will take a 
bit longer to 
repair. I 
wasn’t the 
first to hit that 
tree – who 
were the 
others, 
presumably 
they under-
steered into 
it, only one 
other retired 
at that point, 
were they 
OK?  
 

So much for 
the gentle 
semi-
retirement, 
now let’s see 

what class 0 in the Lands End and the 
Edinburgh are like.  
 
Nought to it? – Ha! Definitely not. 

Brian’s damage on the Clee 
(Photo by Peter Wigglesworth) 
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Clee marshalling experiences 
by Michael Leete 

 

A s I am out of action regarding 
trials driving at the moment 
Mike Hayward and I decided to 
marshal on the Clee Hills Trial. 

We were sent to Phil’s Folly, a new 
section before the farm on the approach 
to Gatten’s Gamble, on the lower slopes 
of The Long Mynd. The journey there 
was interesting to say the least, because 
there was snow on the Shropshire hills, 
so discretion was the better part of 
valour and we detoured around The 
Long Mynd. 
 

The section started on a level, rutted 
track, hair-pinned round a tight right 
hander and went straight up a muddy 
tree lined gully before emerging on to 
the exit track which was 
recessed into the side of the 
hill. This was to be the scene 
of some problems as it was 
very slippery and later some 
cars went over the edge. 
 

There were four of us on the 
section, Michael (chief official) 
and Richard from the MAC, 
Mike Hayward and I. It was an 
enjoyable, if challenging, day 
but we really struggled at 
times.  
 

The first disaster was that the 
driver of the Discovery 
recovery vehicle went up to the 
hairpin and decided that he would get 
his vehicle too muddy, went back to the 
farm and spectated on Gatten’s Gamble 
for the rest of the day! After this, the four 
of us had real problems running the 
section and had to call on competitors 
and the farmer to help us. 
  
The first car along was Jeff Buchanan. 
He couldn’t get his ex Dennis 
Greenslade Reliant round the corner, he 
was really stuck and we had to go and 

ask the farmer for help. He came along 
with a Mitsubishi 4WD but even that 
struggled and it was more than 30 
minutes before we got Jeff out. 
 

Then David Bowlas got his Midget stuck 
in the same place but we managed to 
turn him round in the field and gave him 
a run at the section. However, he half 
slipped off the bank on the escape road 
and in the end, the only way we could 
extricate him was to lower him down the 
bank with a rope and winch (the farmer’s 
idea). By that time, we called clerk of the 
course Jonathan Toulmin and cancelled 
the section for the lower classes.  
 

Determined not to give up the farmer 
bought along his JCB and scrapped the 
mud of the hairpin, coming down to a 
stone surface to give the afternoons 
runners a chance at the section. 

Falcon’s Ian Davis was the first class 8. 
He rounded the hairpin without any 
difficulty and blasted up the muddy hill. 
We thought that as each car went up it 
would clean more mud away, making it 
easier for the later numbers. To some 
extent this was true, but it was too bring 
other problems as it wore the edge away 
at the top of the section and on the exit 
road, tending to drag cars off the track 
and down the bank.  
 

Phil to the rescue 
(Photo by Michael  Leete) 
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Most of the class 8s cleaned the section 
OK. It was all a question of getting the 
line around the hairpin right. Simon 
Woodall clearly knew all about the 
hairpin as he came along the approach 
track with one wheel out of the ruts and 
up the bank. Although this should have 
given him the possibility of a wider turn it 
didn’t work out somehow and his Buggy 
under-steered straight on into the trees. 
The same befell Stuart Ridge in his 
flyweight. Tim Foster and Harry Butcher 
were two more who couldn’t get around 
in one bite and failed. Dave Foreshew 
got round OK but his GVS fluffed and 
stalled at the two marker and took a 
while to get going.  
 

Difficult as the hairpin was the real 
drama was at the top of the section on 
the exit road. Extricating the two class 
5s in the morning had weakened the 
edge of the bank and Simon Woodall’s 
VW Buggy slipped off the edge into the 

field below, only Simon’s skill as a driver 
preventing a nasty accident. The same 
thing almost happened to Stuart Harrold 
and Chris Phillips. The Troll was right on 
the edge and in the end Chris hoped 
out, and swung the front round at 90 
degrees so Stuart could make a graceful 
if rather scary slide down the bank. Most 
of the cars traversed the exit road OK 
but Tony Young saw what was 
happening and drove off the track and 
down the bank voluntarily.  
 

By now the edge of the track at the top 
of the section itself was deteriorating 
and when Andrew Martin slipped off into 
the barbed wire on the section itself we 
had a group meeting with the 
experienced competitors in the queue 
and decided to call it a day! The farmer 
was more than disappointed and said 
that he would dig the track out and put 
some stone down so the section would 
be OK for next year! 
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Exmoor Trial 
by Ross Norman 

 

T he day started off well, 
scrutineering and signing-on all 
done and dusted with nearly 3/4 
of an hour to spare, so Paul, my 

navigator, and myself had time to 
sample The Cedars’ bacon rolls and tea. 
Chatting to other competitors, it turned 
out that signing on wasn’t so straight-
forward for one particular person who 
had forgotten to put a picture on his 
competition licence. I heard it all turned 
out OK, as a photo booth was found in 
Barnstable. 
 

Our departure time was 9.23 and we 
were ushered out right on time. Believe it 
or not at the third roundabout I took a 
wrong turning, we soon realized but I 
should have seen this as a sign, no pun 
intended. 
 

We got to the first two sections “Snapper 
1” and “Snapper 2” with no further 
problems, where we got into a queue 
and let our tyres down to the 15 psi limit 
that was permitted for our class 
throughout the day, The section itself 
went well and we cleared it, which I find 
is always a nice way to start the day to 
build up the confidence. “Snapper 2” 
went much the same way but this time 
with a restart, we cleared this section as 
well.  
 

So on to the next section, “Tordown” 
special test, normally I love special tests 
but today it would turn out that special 
tests don’t love me. We got to the start, 
Paul had already told me the instructions 
at least three times, however whilst 
readjusting on the A line to have a 
straight aim down to C, I asked the 
official to give me the instructions again, 
so all set, “when he drops his flag your 
time starts” - flag drops, with bags of 
revs I dump the clutch, oops, wrong gear 
- still in reverse, I’m sure I left teeth 

marks in the steering wheel. Once I 
selected the right gear the rest of the 
test didn’t go too badly, let’s face it 
couldn’t have got any worse! With pride 
dented, we made our way to the next 
section, I’m sure I caught Paul laughing 
to himself. 
 

“Riverton” section also had a restart just 
for our class but again we cleared this 
without too much of a problem, so on to 
the next section “Leemoore” special test. 
Again I did my usual thing of asking for 
instructions much to Paul’s annoyance, 
as he had repeatedly given them to me 
already. So, on the start line, I checked 
and double checked gear selection; I 
even made Paul check, yep we had first 
gear, I was determined to make up for 
the previous balls up. Flag went down, 
off we went (forward this time) flying 
down to line C to stop astride, no 
problem, next reverse behind line A, by 
the time we got to A we were travelling, I 
found out that my car when travelling 
backwards at speed doesn’t like the 
footbrake being used. I touched the 
brake and before I knew it we had done 
a near 180 turn and were facing the 
wrong way which I must say is no mean 
feat in a narrow lane, I finally turned and 
finished the test, again pride very 
dented, oh well onto next sections. 
 

When we arrived at “Hunstone” there 
was a queue, so we had time for a bite 
to eat and a quick chat to other 
competitors. Steve Vincent in his tidy 
Austin special turn up behind us and 
commented that although my special 
has a colour scheme of a well known 
tractor, it doesn’t have a hedge trimmer 
fitted, I guess he saw my special test 
antics! 
 

Hunstone had a restart in a rather tricky 
place at the steep start of the section 
which whilst watching from the queue 
caught out a couple of cars, we were 
more fortunate and had enough grip to 
get off the restart without too many 
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problems, so onto “Hunstone 2”, again 
watching from the queue the restart was 
giving everyone problems. When we got 
to the restart I opted for a fresh patch of 
ground, this gave us no advantage 
whatsoever and we soon started going 
backwards with the wheels spinning very 
fast forward, our first points of the day - a 
big fat 8. 
 

We made our way to the next section 
discussing the previous restart and how 
it could have been different, nothing we 
can do now. We arrived at “Highbray” 
again with a queue of cars; this time I 
had a chat with Charlie Shopland and 
Cedric Lewis with the aim of gaining a bit 
of advice on trialing, with our being 
beginners at the sport. It turned out that 
the next section had been very tricky in 
previous years. I wasn’t to be 
disappointed, a few cars in front of us 
had failed and needed to return to the 
start and pass us in the lane, which was 
a little challenging. We started and made 
it to the restart and managed to make it 
off the line and start to progress up the 
rocky section, about halfway up we 
started to come to a halt I made it into 
second gear and off we went again, 
there was a lot of spectators at this 
section and when we cleared it they gave 
a cheer. My spirits were lifted and we 
went onto the next group of sections with 
a new lease of life, which was not to last. 
 

The next four sections were all in a forest 
called Lower Molland, “Jimmy’s Hill”, 
“Badgers Hill” and “Rodney’s Revenge”. 
The first section seemed to look straight 
forward but for some reason when we 
stopped at the restart we didn’t move off 
it again, so from our elation of the 
previous section to a mistake on what 
looked an easy restart our chins were 
down again - talk about mood swings - 
so that was a 4. Next up was “Jimmy’s 
Hill”, for some reason the queue of cars 
had disappeared and we found ourselves 
at the start of the section all alone and 
without the advantage of seeing anyone 

make an attempt. Before I started, I 
asked the official if anyone had made it 
off the restart, he said no, I would have 
liked to have made it to the restart but, 
before I knew it, we were travelling 
backwards again.  
 

Scoring another 8, very disappointed, we 
went onto “Badger’s” hill - again no one 
to watch. We made the sharp right turn 
off the start to be faced with a steep 
slippery climb, this caught me a little 
unaware and as a result I only managed 
to get to 4. The next section was 
“Rodney’s Revenge”, which has a sharp 
left off the start with a more gentle climb 
on the same slippery surface with a 
restart near the top. We made it to the 
restart but had the familiar feeling of 
travelling backwards whilst trying to go 
forward, we think it was a 2 on this 
section but it was hard to tell as we went 
back so quickly. Time to leave the wood, 
thank god. But before we left, we had a 
word with Hans Viertel and he reminded 
us that it was all valuable experience and 
he gave up counting his scores years 
ago, I might opt for this approach in the 
future. 
 

We started to make our way to the next 
section “Beggars Roost” nearly twenty 
miles away. We filled up with fuel at 
Barbrook and I calculated that my Deere 
Special was doing 25 mpg under trailing 
conditions, not bad hey, I’m glad I opted 
for keeping the original fuel injection. 
 

Beggars Roost didn’t give us too much of 
a problem but talking to the officials 
some people had problems with the 
restart. Next came Lyncombe Bridge, 
this too had a restart but again we had 
no problems, and so onto the final 
section “Floyds Bank”. 
 

There was a bit of a queue when we 
arrived which gave us the chance of 
watching a few have a go, most seemed 
to be getting to 1 or 2 with no one 
clearing it yet. Charlie Shopland was in 
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front of me and managed to clear it, 
which the watching crowd certainly 
enjoyed. Our turn, and with a bit of a 
struggle we cleared it as well. Paul and 
myself watched for a little while and 
everyone else we watched also cleared 
it. 
 

We then made our way to the finish to 
sign off at the Staghunter’s Inn to collect 
our all-important finishers’ certificates 
where we had a quick drink (if there is 
such a thing) and discuss the day’s trial. 
It was mentioned that some sections 
could have had a different tyre pressure 

limit. However on reflection, everyone 
ran the same pressure in their respective 
classes, so it was the same for all, and 
there was a rumour that Carl Talbot and 
Nick Crutchfield in their Morris 
Trialmaster had gone clear all day, 
which makes our 26 pretty poor. 
 

To be honest when I left the trial I was a 
little disappointed, but after thinking 
about it I can’t wait till next year to have 
another go. Thanks to North Devon 
Motor Club and all the officials for putting 
the trial together, and see you next year! 

The 2005 Exmoor Trial 
by David Dyer 
 

I  picked up my bouncer, Roney the 
Rocket, at 7 o’clock to head off for 
Barnstable, a nice dry morning with 
good clear roads and no deer about 

line in 2003 when I wrote the last report. 
We reach Barnstable about 8.15 and 
straight into the Diff test and 
scrutineering. No trouble with the car, so 
over the bridge and up to The Cedars. 
All the paperwork done, so we have time 
for a chat with Ross Norman and Paul 
Burnett. They did really well at the Clee 
Hills the weekend before and hope for a 
good day this week. We met a new 
chap, Thomas Jones with a nice looking 
Escort, which he had recently bought 
from my son, Ben. 
 
9.55 and time to be off to “Snapper 1”, 
where we team up with Peter Bark and 
his son, James; we travelled with them 
for the rest of the trial. All clean at 
“Snapper 1”, so on to “Snapper 2”, 
where poor old Pete failed to get off the 
restart. I said to Ron “ I think this trial is 
going to be won on the special tests”. 
How wrong I was, the restarts were the 
test of the day. 
 

Kevin and his son Tom did a good job 
on the special test at Tordown. Riverton, 
section 3, no restart for us, so no 
problem for Pete or myself. Next is the 
special test at Lee Moor. As we were 
waiting for some of the class 7s to 
complete Peter’s phone rang, it was Jon 
Mildren, he had been hit by a 4x4 
coming around a corner on the wrong 
side of the road, on the way to Tordown. 
His Beetle was, apparently, a write-off, 
but he himself was unhurt.  
 
Section 4, Hunstone 1, with a restart. 
OK for us, but it took a lot of marks from 
some of the other boys, David Haizelden 
dropped 9 – what a surprise! I take my 
hat off to these class 1 drivers how they 
get up some of these sections beats me. 
Hunstone II had a very greasy restart, 
and not many cleaned it, only one in 
class 8 – Carl Talbot – well done! I bet 
your Dad is proud of you. In class 7, 
Tommy Kalber went clean on the restart 
and Andrew Martin dropped 6.  In class 
6, Giles had an 8, whereas in class 5, 
Colin Biles dropped 5, I expect Janet 
was bouncing well.  Jim Walsh and 
‘yours truly’ both dropped 8. Best in 
class 3 was Tristan White who dropped 
7. Sticker Martin and Harvey Waters 
both lost 8. No restart for classes 1 or 2. 
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Section 6 was Higher Bray, this section 
took quite a few marks with lots of 
spectators cheering us all on including 
Alan Selwood, Tina Allaway and her 
daughter. Where have you been these 
few last trials Paul? Get the wheels 
turning on that Astra again and have 
some fun. Keith Sander and Colin Biles 
both dropped 3 – a very good climb for 
class 5 but class 8 not so good, just 
under half didn’t make it. Section 7, 
Lower Molland, was manned by Angus 
Stewart and what a good job he did. This 
was a very nice climb and took just a few 
points. Pete Bark had trouble with his 
car and lost 12 points.  
 
“Jimmy’s Hill” was next. Cleans here 
were Carl Talbot, Paul Bartleman, 
Adrian Dommet and how Sticker Martin 
got up there I just don’t know – well 
done! At “Badger’s Hill”, Pete Hart was 
doing an excellent job; he should have 
been a traffic cop! Giles cleaned in class 
6, and in class 7, Tommy Kalber, 
Andrew Martin and Roger Bricknell got 
to the top. Harvey Waters was the only 
car in class 3 to clear it.  But it was too 
hard for class 4, although I’m sure that 
Adrian Marfell would have conquered it, 
if he had entered. 
 
Section 10 was “Rodney’s Revenge”, 
and aptly named for most of us. Peter 
Allen was officiating on the restart, 
waving his flag at us to stop on the line, 
we went to pull forward, with the wheels 
going forwards, we slid back so we were 
then in the hands of Donna Hart who 
took control of all the cars backing down 
the hill. In class 7, only Andrew Martin 
went clean, as did his dad, Sticker, and 
Harvey Waters in class 3.  Classes 1 
and 2 had no restart. Adrian Dommett 
and Sweet William cleaned it in class 2, 
as did the class 1 drivers of Mike and 
Kim Collins, David and Aaron Haizelden, 
and David Symons and Adrian Booth in 
the Citroen AX. 
 

Beggars Roost was next and included a 
restart for all except classes 1 and 2. It 
caught out Mark Collins in class 7 and 
several in class 8.  I just don’t believe 
that Dud the Stud failed the restart as 
did Hans Viertel. I expect he will blame 
Karl for not bouncing hard enough. 
 
Kevin and his son Tom came from the 
first special test to observe at 
“Lyncombe Bridge” – what dedicated 
chaps! A very nice section that took 
some points from classes 1, 2, 3 and 7.  
I went through and got on the restart, 
had a job to see out of the misted up 
windows, but got off OK, like most of the 
cars. 
 
Section 13, and the last was “Floyds 
Bank”, with lots of points lost here – 20 
in class 1, 30 in class 2, 25 in class 3, 44 
in class 4 and 12 in class 5. Giles 
Greenslade dropped only 1 here, the 
only runner in class 6 at this stage. 55 
points were lost in class 7 and 42 in 
class 8. In fact, only 10 cars were clean 
here.  
 
This was a very good trial in my opinion 
and I would like, on behalf of myself and 
all the competitors to thank John and 
June and all the marshals and 
organisers for such a good day’s sport, 
not forgetting the Aycliffe Press. Well 
done lads! 

CAR FOR SALE 
 
Cannon style class 8 special 
with  an Alfa  Romeo 2 Litre 
engine, Alfa trans axle drive line 
and De Dion rear suspension.  
£4,500  ono.   
 
Full details from Tony Rothin  
01562 850084 
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The 2005 Exmoor Trial 
by Tom Beckerleg 

 

I  expect we’ve all heard of the phrase 
or TV film title “A grand day out”. The 
Exmoor Trial on the 30th January was 
a first class trial run in wonderfully 

scenic countryside, which, I am sure, was 
enjoyed by all who took part. 
 

Scrutineering took place at Ireland 
Motors just outside the centre of 
Barnstable and the start was at the 
Cedars Inn on the western edge of the 
town. Having overcome plug trouble and 
taking wrong turnings in Barnstable, we 
just about made the start in time. Most 
important was a cup of tea, and, of 
course, signing-on before moving off. 
 

From the Cedars, five miles on the road 
took us to the first two sections, Snapper 
one and two. The weather was dry and 
overcast but you had to be careful not to 
make a mistake in the ruts or stoney 
parts of the section.  After riding these 
sections, we made our way to special test 
1 at Tordown. A muddy flat lane was 
used here with the start on line A to line B 
to stop on line C - a good test without 
fiddling around a load of cones. 
 
A short journey now took us to Riverton, 
a really good challenging section, but 
often a problem  for me. To-day was no 
exception, I was caught out in the muddy 
bit near the restart. However, not 
dismayed, there was now about seven 
miles to the Fuel Stop in South Molton. 
The Murco petrol station provided fuel for 
bike and a Mars bar for the rider. I waited 
a short while for Richard Harvey to catch 
up, but to no avail. Something must have 
gone wrong. I then moved on to the Lee 
Moor Test, getting a bit higher on Exmoor 
now. The views were really stunning with 
wooded valleys and much moorland 
landscape.  
 

From this point, there were a couple of 
road miles to Hunstone Woods for 2 

sections. All the bikes were early here, 
and we had to wait for the sections to 
open. This was a good time for a sociable 
chat. The sections, in an open area of 
woodland, were interesting and probably 
took marks off several competitors. 
 

Just one more mile took us to High Bray. 
This is a really traditional section with a 
hairpin bend, plenty of bedrock and a 
tricky restart. I’m sure that High Bray has 
been used for many years and must be 
one of the best examples of a classic 
trials section. 
 

Two miles on the road now took us to a 
group of four sections in the woods. 
Lower Molland, Jimmy’s Hill, Badger’s 
Hill and Rodney’s Revenge were all 
steep with some challenging restarts, and 
I dropped two marks on the last one of 
these. By now, I had been joined by 
Richard Harvey who had had the odd 
mishap,  but was in good spirits. We must 
have drifted to the back of the bikes in 
the trial. Roger Ugalde thought that my 
old Ariel had packed up and might not 
make it this far. 
 

Leaving the woods, we had the best part 
of 20 miles on the road to Beggars Roost. 
Later in the day, now with drizzle as we 
got higher on Exmoor, but none of this 
stopped us enjoying the scenery. There 
were now three sections left before the 
finish at Brendon.  The first was Beggars 
Roost which could have cost marks with 
the stoney nature of the lane.  A short 
distance led to the penultimate section at 
Lyncombe Bridge. This consisted of a 
tricky river crossing followed by a long 
stoney track to the ends card – another 
good classic section. 
 

A further five miles took us to the last 
section at Floyd’s Bank. This one can be 
a problem when wet and made slippery 
by other competitors. It is tight and twisty 
with wheel ruts, but on the day, I was 
pleased to get through clean. 
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2005 Cotswold 
Clouds Trial 

 
Paul Bartleman & 
Kelly Thomas on 
Merve’s Swerve 
 
(Photo by Chris 
Phillips) 

 
 
Bill Rosten on Merve’s 
Swerve 
 
(Photo by Chris 
Phillips) 

 
 
 
Mal & Donny 
Allen on 
Wicked Juniper 
 
 
 
(Photo by Mark 
Litherland) 
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The 2005 Cotswold Clouds  
by Tony Underhill 

 

A fter a day and night of heavy rain 
and not being able to decide how 
much ballast to run in my class 8 
Triumph Special, the morning of 

the trial dawned dry. But a heavy mist in 
the air made for a dismal start. Through 
scrutineering OK, and in to the pub to sign-
on, but no breakfast – I was too nervous for 
that! A quick chat to friends and fellow 
competitor’s and our start time soon came 
around, as we were the first of 78. 
 

The first section was “Crawley”, which 
posed no problems apart from mud in the 
eye (time for mud flaps). We were soon on 
our way to “Crooked Mustard”, (known as 
Breakheart in pre-war days) a section that I 
have never cleared, except as a 
passenger. To my amazement, we went 
clear (although, according to Mike 
Workman, he taught me nothing, as I drove 
like a plonker!). After a short wait at the top 
I was pleased to see Chris Wall in his 
“new” Cannon and Dave Wall in the 
“Canhi”, neither car having been used for 
20 years! The hill proved to be a problem, 
claiming many car casualties, and only 23 
crews seeing the top of the section. 
 

There was a short drive to the 3rd section 
“Axe”, another hill used pre-war.  As a 
result of the very wet weather, the 
organisers had relaxed the tyre pressure 
limits on this section. Because of the mud, 
it was a definite disadvantage being first 
car, but with plenty of speed and the wife 
bouncing well, we made it to the top for a 
clear, as did 80% of the competitors. The 
famous “Nailsworth Ladder” came next, 
and the first restart of the day. Although we 
got off OK, we did roll back, so we scored a 
“6” here. The section didn’t pose too many 
problems for Stuart Deacon who was 
taking flying lessons at the “step”!! Over 
Minchinhampton Common to “Ham Mill” on 
the edge of Rodborough Common. This too 
had a restart, but in a new position , just off 
the main track.  I was hoping to fare OK, 
but no such luck, moving only about a car’s 
length from the restart. 

After a fuel stop in Stroud, the next section 
called “Wicked Juniper” was section six 
and a new hill close to the pre-war 
“Juniper” section. The name was apt, only 
9 clearing the section. With several ideas 
on how to tackle this section, I probably 
chose the wrong one and scored an 11 
here, along with 17 others. Congratulations 
to those nine who scored a clear here.  
 

Fred’s Folly, just outside the village of 
Painswick, was quite long & slippery, up 
through the trees with a restart for classes 
7 and 8. After a ‘burn-up’ around the 
corner, we went clear, but it caught out 
over half the entry. Unfortunately, this is 
where Chris Wall had to retire with a 
broken engine mount. After a drive through 
the woods & across a horse training 
ground, we arrived at Merve’s Swerve. 
There were no tyre pressure limits here, 
but there were differential start lines and, 
for classes 6, 7 and 8, a restart, which is 
where we stopped, scoring a 7, as did 35 
others. 
 

Just a couple of miles took us to the woods 
south of Sheepscombe where there were 
two sections and two special tests.  
Highwood 1 section failed the majority of 
those who had to do the restart but we 
completed it OK, but not so good on 
Highwood 2 with a score of eight. Only 
eventual outright winner Carl Talbot 
cleaned that section.  We completed both 
special tests with reasonable times – they 
were both of the forward, reverse, forward 
variety. 
 

Climperwell was next, an almost flat 
section, but very slippery for an early car. 
With liberal use of first and second gears, 
we were up to the restart (for everyone 
except classes 1 and 2) and off and away 
for a clear. A surprise failure here was 
Tony Rothin in his Cannon Alfa Romeo. 
 

With the sun now shining, we carried on, 
for just over 3 miles, to the last two 
sections, “Bullbanks” 1 and 2, both with 
restarts for everyone.  We climbed both 
with no problems. After watching a few 
cars, we drove to the finish to sign-off, sink 
a few beers, and to listen to the results. 
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Cotswold Clouds  
February 6th 2005 

by Bill Rosten  
 

T his was unfinished business for 
my son Mark and I as we had 
entered the Cotswold Clouds 
last year with the [just] rebuilt 

Imp, only to have a new driveshaft fail in 
the first special test. Whilst that was a 
disappointment, we had at least tried 
Crooked Mustard before it broke, which 
must be one of the best trials hills ever. 
We were eager to enter this year, as the 
car had performed really well on the 
Edinburgh in October and the Exeter this 
year.  
 
The Stroud & District boys always have a 
draw for start numbers. I think the reason 
for this is to make it a lottery for when 
you reach Crooked Mustard. The 
received information I have is that 
numbers 10 to 25 have the best chance 
of clearing this hill. This year the results 
didn’t really go with this theory, as 
nobody from classes 1 to 5 was 
successful. Only Mike Hobbs in the big 
Beetle [who was later to retire] climbed it 
in class 6, 4 climbed in class 7, Bryan 
Phipps, Mal Allen, Derek Tyler & Howard 
Stephens. The majority of class 8 were 
clean here. 
 
The weather forecast was for a dry day, 
following torrential rain on the Saturday. 
This turned out to be right. We set off 
from Camberley in the dark for the two-
hour drive to Stroud. There was a little 
mist in places, which was to persist for 
some of the morning. It was obvious the 
hills would be wet.  
 
We drew into the start just behind Ian 
Moss in his smart Imp and joined the 
queue for scrutineering. With all well in 
that department, it was time to sign on 
and indulge in bacon rolls. It was nice to 
have a little spare time to chat to people 

before the start. Tony Rothin was in his 
Cannon, and returned some tyre levers I 
had lent to him on the Exeter. Emma 
Flay was navigating for Nicola 
Wainwright, and Colin and Edna 
Perryman were looking well in the BMW 
2002. Tyre pressure restrictions were in 
place on some of the hills, 11 psi for 
white categories. I do think that this is a 
good way to make life more challenging 
for the competitors, as it is so simple. 
 
We set off for the first section, Crawley. 
The mist was quite thick on the higher 
ground. This is a nice little starter, but not 
too challenging on the day. On to 
Dursley to join the well organised queue 
for Crooked Mustard. Ian Moss assures 
me that it is possible to get an Imp up 
Mustard, but unfortunately his day came 
to an end here when the gearbox cried 
enough. Somebody said that it must 
have been the demon power from the 
new engine. No pressure restrictions 
here and we lose 4 points through 
choosing to go too low and finding too 
much grip and not enough power. Rats!! 
There is a good crowd spectating here. 
This hill is quite something, very steep, 
with ledges set between hairpin bends. I 
was anticipating less grip. Colin 
Perryman’s diff breaks here, ending his 
run.  
 
On to Axe, which is muddy, rutted and 
rocky. The marshals tell us that only now 
are cars starting to climb here. We are 
back to 11psi and only just getting 
enough grip. Mark is bouncing in the 
back for quite a way to get us through, 
and we climb past the section ends 
board with big grins and a flat rear tyre. A 
wheel has bent on a rock, luckily near 
the top of the section. This happened to 
us last year in exactly the same place.  
 
Wheel changed and now on through 
lovely countryside to the holding control 
before Nailsworth Ladder. I have a great 
picture of my pre-war trials car climbing 
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this hill in 1933, on the London-
Gloucester. The start turns off the 
tarmac onto a steep portion before 
opening out onto where the restart is for 
classes 6, 7 &8. We rush though the 
restart to shouts of encouragement. At 
least I think it was encouragement. The 
top part of the hill requires a little care as 
there are concrete drains to negotiate. 
Later I realise that Jim Scott, David 
Heale and Stuart Cairney are 
marshalling here. There isn’t time to 
appreciate this on the climb. 
 
We motor on to Minchinhampton 
Common to join the cars waiting to be 
let through for Ham Mill. This is a good 
opportunity to have a sandwich/snooze/
chat [delete as applicable]. There are 
long intervals between successful 
climbs, and as we are watching the exit 
from the hill, it is only the successful 
climbs that we see. Nicola and Emma in 
the Beetle climb out strongly. This is our 
first restart, and with pressure 
restrictions. We do not have a problem 
once we’re off the restart, but it proves 
quite a challenge for the lower classes. 
This is the limit of our knowledge now, 
as it was shortly after Ham Mill that the 
drive-shaft went last year. 
 
Wicked Juniper is a new section, I think. 
At least nobody around us has tried it 
before. The start is very greasy and 
glutinous, and it weaves between trees 
as it climbs. Grip and manouvrerability 
are at a premium. Adrian Marfell in his 
class 4 Beetle drops 3 here. This is 
outstanding as not many of the class 8 
boys do better than dropping 10. We 
drop 11 like many others.  
 
Fred’s Folly is next. This looks 
innocuous as it climbs away from the 
start on a good track. Out of sight, 
however, it turns and gets decidedly 
more slippery, and we spin our wheels 
to a halt, dropping 2. I’ll put that one 
down to experience.  

A long meander through the woods now 
for Merve’s Swerve. This has attracted a 
good number of spectators, so plainly 
must offer a challenge. Not a long hill, 
but it has a steep muddy incline just 
after the class 7 & 8 restart. We don’t 
make this bit, but back down and park 
up to watch the fun. Michael Leete is at 
the top taking photographs, and we stay 
a while to chat. Nobody is getting up 
until Ian Davis arrives in his Buggy, 
stops high in the restart box, and just 
blasts away. Most impressive. Not long 
after Dave Haizelden arrives, and just 
drives through as though the hill wasn’t 
there. The only other non class 8 car to 
clear is Adrian Marfell.  
 
We go on to the Highwood sections, two 
hills and two special tests. I have finger 
trouble in both special tests and make a 
mess of finding reverse. At least the car 
is ok this year. The test times are 
academic anyway with all classes being 
won or lost on the hills, just as it should 
be.  
 
We clear Highwood one and bump into 
Jim Scott before the start of Highwood 
two. This is also subdivided 12 to 1 and 
is in good form, stopping most. Jim tells 
us that Paul Bartleman has got to 4 in 
the Troll, the highest so far. We are 
immediately behind Dave Haizelden. He 
rushes away and gets to 7. We give it 
our best shot and get to 6. I feel OK 
about that. David Dyer and Adrian 
Marfell in our class get to 3 we later 
learn. Carl Talbot is the star here and 
cleans it, winning the trial outright with 
the loss of no marks from Paul in the 
Troll. 
 
Climperwell is next, and doesn’t have a 
severe reputation we are told. This is 
plainly muddy with ruts, not too steep, 
and meanders over tree roots. We go 
along well enough until the front wheels 
leave the ruts and the car heads for a 
tree. ‘Bother’ I exclaim as we reverse 
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back to the ruts and climb the section 
including doing the restart. Isn’t it 
annoying when you cock up an ‘easy’ 
section?  
 
There is just Bull Banks 1&2 left, both 
with restarts. These are not too 
challenging as they have dried out nicely 
during the day. I manage to get the 
hydraulic handbrake to lock on on one of 
the restarts. That gives me another 6 
points, but already I am feeling that we 
are a long way from troubling the 
engravers. 
 
We make our way to the Old Lodge Inn 
on Minchinhampton Common to sign off. 
This has been a brilliant trial, run in a 
friendly efficient manner by Gary 
Browning & Mike Workman with Nigel 
Moss looking after the marshalling.  
 
 

 
 
Thanks to all the lads at Stroud & District 
Motor Club. Congratulations to Carl 
Talbot, the only clear round. Paul 
Bartleman was second and Simon 
Woodall third. Special mention to Adrian 
Marfell, fifth overall in the class 4 Beetle, 
and Dave Hazelden 10th overall in the 
class 1 Golf.  
 
There are the right ingredients for a 
good day’s trialling, with some great 
hills, a compact route and good 
company.  
 
What more could you ask? 

The attraction of Crooked Mustard! 
(Photo by  Mark Litherland) 
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THE MOTORCYCLE 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 
The Pouncy and Red Rose Bowl 
Championship Leagues 
 
Fingers crossed, the new arrangements 
for championship registration seem to be 
working well with 16 solo riders and 3 
sidecar crews signed up to date. At least 
all of these riders know that they are part 
of an ACTC championship!  
 
What is encouraging is the fact that six 
new riders have signed up. However, to 
have a really robust championship we 
need to secure registrations from both 
new and long-standing riders. I would 
therefore be grateful if each reader of 
Restart could do their part by promoting 
ACTC membership amongst their riding 
friends and local motorcycle clubs. 
 
You will no doubt be asked why they 
should register and what benefits they 
will get. Well, apart from the opportunity 
to compete in a vibrant and glittering 
championship, membership brings the 
benefit of a quarterly publication and 
event regulations being posted to your 
address. But perhaps most importantly, 
ACTC membership strengthens the 
Association’s hand in influencing 
government policy and public 
perceptions towards motor sport and 
particularly long distance motor trials. 
 
In terms of current championship 
positions, after the Exeter and Exmoor 
trials, Chris Poel is leading the Pouncy 
Championship on 19 points with six 
riders in joint second place on 10 points. 
Andy Petherick leads the fight for the 
Rose Bowl on 20 points closely followed 
by Trevor Griffiths on 17 points. 
 
 

The 2005 Exeter Trial 
 
How was it for you? Well pretty good for 
me actually - for a change!  
 
My previous Exeter Trials on a variety of 
solo and sidecar outfits have been pretty 
inglorious. Never a hint of an award, but 
always a finisher’s certificate, which I felt 
were still achievements given the 
combinations of snow, torrential freezing 
rain and ice. No, the Exeter has never 
been my favourite trial and in fact in the 
past few years I’ve either marshalled a 
section or lain in bed with a streaming 
cold. This year, goaded on by friends 
who really should know better, I found I 
had no excuses left and opted for the 
Popham start for a change from 
Cirencester.  
 
Leaving Trowbridge at 6.30 on the 
evening of the trial, my run of adverse 
weather looked set to continue with a 
strong westerly wind driving the Cotton 
onwards towards the start, with the 
threat of rain in the air – at least it wasn’t 
cold! 
 
A total of 89 motorcycles and sidecars 
were entered in the main trial and of 
these entrants, 31 secured gold, 14 
silver and 7 bronze awards. There were 
8 non-starters and 11 retirements. Colin 
Bentham secured class A, Steve 
Wildmore, class B, Yoshi Adams, class 
C and the Young father and son team 
the sidecar class D. 
 
My night was not without incident. On a 
good day the Cotton’s fuel range is 65 
miles, which means that petrol stops 
have to be finely calculated and a spare 
can is always bungeed to the rear 
mudguard. Unfortunately, I got my 
calculations wrong [or the facing gale 
increased fuel consumption] and ran out 
of petrol 4 miles from the Sidmouth 
petrol stop. The engine actually died on 
the start line for section 5, Waterloo, but 
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fortunately before I had been invited to 
‘proceed in your own time’. In the pitch 
darkness, whilst filling with petrol, I also 
somehow managed to let off a canister 
of Finilec taped to the headlamp. As I 
hurriedly disposed of the foaming 
canister at the petrol stop, my riding 
companions wryly commented upon the 
light fall of snow they’d witnessed over 
the past few miles.  
 
Judging by the number of Golds 
awarded, some might argue that the 
2005 Exeter was easier than usual. It is 
probably fair to say that the sections 
were [perhaps surprisingly] in excellent 
condition with the rain of the previous 
week clearly washing out the worst of 
the debris. If it was easier than previous 
years then it at least renewed my 

enthusiasm for one of the classic long 
distance trials. My sincere thanks to all 
the officials for organising an extremely 
memorable 2005 Exeter Trial. 
 
Motorcycle contacts: 
 
Keith Johnston   
keith.johnston2@virgin.net   
01225 760415 
Home address: 260, Hill Street, 
Hilperton, Trowbridge, Wiltshire,  
BA14 7RS 
 
Tom Beckerleg  
tom.beckerleg@tesco.net     
01736 362568 
 
 
 
 
 

Derek Hibbert offers trialing holidays in 
Andalucia! 
 

“Away from the bustle of the coast you 
can relax, and see a little of what is on 
offer. The basis of the holiday is to 
explore rural Andalucia, while avoiding 
much of the tarmac. There will be 
various routes navigable from trial 
style notes which you can drive at a 
pace you think fit.  
 

There will be some scored sections, 
sprints, and special tests. The 
competition will be as friendly as you 
decide to make it. At the end of the 
week, the highest scoring driver will be 
awarded a prize, or trophy “ 
 
For details of Derek’s new 
enterprise go to  
www.digitalderek.co.uk 
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Section Ends 
by Dennis Greenslade 

 

T he Arab-Israeli war of October 
1973 had caused a worldwide 
oil shortage and petrol prices 
soared. Petrol-ration books 

were issued (although never used ); a 50 
mph speed limit was imposed and there 
was criticism that fuel-hungry Concorde 
jets continued to fly. 
 
It was against this backdrop that on the 
4th November VW Variant driver, Roger 
Venning organised Minehead Motor 
Club’s increasingly popular Exmoor 
Clouds Trial, being rewarded with an 
entry of forty one, which was considered 
quite good in view of the general 
situation in the country – the miners 
chose to strike earlier in 
the year, inflation was 
running at 25% and the 
Heath government 
declared a second three 
day working week. Thirty 
plus years ago the 
Exmoor Clouds was still 
one of a few true classic 
trials, although 
surprisingly  retaining an 
Index of Performance to 
decide the overall 
winner, but it did not 
incorporate such rough 
sections which appear to 
have dominated the 
event of late. Indeed by 
way of comparison there 
were only three “class 8” entries, a 
Dellow, a Buggy and Colin Pook’s  E93A 
engined ‘Mudlark’, compared with no 
less than twenty in the rear-engine rear-
wheel drive class, albeit with no cubic 
capacity split in those days. Examine the 
entry lists for recent promotions of this 
event and it will be noted that it is 
dominated by class 8 specials – an 
unfortunate retrograde step in my view. 

 
There were two Minis and two Fiat 128s 
in a front wheel-drive class, with John 
Hayes and Gerald Thomas in Ford 
Escorts battling against Roger Bricknell’s  
Ford Anglia van, a Ford Lotus Cortina 
and a Triumph Dolomite in the front 
engine rear-wheel drive class. Five Ford 
Populars were in a class of their own 
with the largest class consisting of no 
less than twelve Rootes Group Imps and 
seven Volkswagens plus one lone rear 
engine Simca being driven by Mike 
Sweetland. 
 
Overall victory, judged on Index of 
Performance, but also with a joint 
minimum penalty of two was Barbara 
Uren in her 998 cc Rallye Imp. 
 

Barbara Uren – Hillman Rallye Imp 
Hemerdon Mine – 1974 Plymouth Motor 
Club Trial 
 
At the time of this event Barbara had 
nine years of experience in all forms of 
motor sport except circuit racing. She 
always drove an Imp, this particular car 
being fitted with a 998 cc balanced 
engine with a modified cylinder head.                      
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Barbara remembers the trial thus: 
 
 “This trial followed the usual Exmoor 
Clouds format – some forestry tracks 
rising directly from the road, some 
grassy field work and some sections on 
open moorland. The weather was good, 
but underfoot conditions were wet. 
 
The trial culminated in the notorious 
“limekiln” section, after which there was 
a (second) time test to decide any 
potential tie. The “limekiln” consists of a 
downhill rush into a dip, followed by a 
long near-vertical rise out to a plateau, 
all on grass. This is the only section 
which has ever frightened me, not so 
much as the climbing as the thought of 
what might happen if the car did not 
have enough power for the climb - an 
Imp hurtling backwards downhill is 
lacking in directional stability!” 
 
Late arrivals had to attempt this section 
in the dark when it was raining heavily. 
 
“Having successfully climbed this section 
(identified at the time as Nurcott 2) we 
arrived at the time test to find that Roger 
Bricknell and myself were tying for the 
outright lead, both on two points 
dropped, so it was all down to the time 
test. This was also on rough grass, a 
straight followed by an uphill 180 degree 
turn to run parallel to the first straight, 
about six feet above it, but in the 
opposite direction. I can remember going 
along the first straight as fast as I dared 
(with Richard shouting at me to slow 
down, to which I took no notice) throwing 
the car around the bend and along the 
second straight – to find that I had 
beaten Roger by one second”  
 
The results actually indicate that Barbara 
was already ahead of Roger having 
beaten him by two seconds on the first 
speed test. 
 

Despite the shortages of petrol and 
restrictions, motor sport continued with 
an entry of sixty participating in West 
Hants and Dorset Car Club’s Christmas 
Cup production car trial held on the 
barren area at Canford Heath near 
Bournemouth on the 16th December. 
Clearly these production car trials 
tended to attract alternatively prepared 
vehicles as the two disciplines of trialing 
gradually established separate identities. 
For instance whilst there was still little 
interest in the front-wheel drive class for 
the classics, front- wheel drive contained 
the largest entry for this event, although 
some cars were double driven. 
 
However there was an increasing level 
of debate concerning the possibility of 
encouraging front - wheel drive cars for 
classic trials, such discussions often 
linked with the introduction of standard 
tyre classes. Hugh Tucker-Peake, then 
clerk of the course for the Land’s End 
Trial stated that  
 
“…. up until now the committee have 
rather ignored them like the plague 
because with cars as competitive as 
they are and in consequence also the 
hills, front wheel drive vehicles in any 
great quantity are a menace, causing 
lots of failures and cursed delays” He 
continued “ Having now written front 
wheel drive off I will now start again, 
particularly if we were to consider 
standard tyres for all. In general this 
would mean a re-think on all start and re
-start lines, back to the pre-knobbly era, 
which I feel is the concession front wheel 
drive require. As far as all trials are 
concerned this would give many more 
sections from which to choose as so 
many which are useless today would 
become competitive again. The 1972 
AGM ( of the MCC) gave the committee 
the go-ahead to bar knobblies..…”  
 
Heated debate on both of these subjects 
would continue for a few more years. 
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On the Christmas cup event it is difficult 
to recall the class structure as some 
production car trials permitted town and 
country pattern tyres for certain classes 
– for instance I came second in the 
Beetle in a class of thirteen, being 
beaten by a Ford Escort Twin Cam - but 
the variety of cars consisted of, Minis, 
including Cooper and Cooper S, 
Renaults, an Austin A 40, a Datsun, a 
Honda, Ford Escort Twin Cams, a 3.5 
litre Ford Capri plus the more usual 
Imps, Volkswagens and Ford Populars. 
Although there was an abundance of 
heath land most of the sections were run 
over loose shale, which at times were 
used by trials motor-cyclists as a 
practice ground. Apart from myself the 
only eventual and regular classic trials 
drivers taking part were Colin Pook who 
won his class driving a front wheel drive 
Renault and former successful autocross 
driver Frank Burton using a rear engine 
Renault 750.  

 
 
 
Photo: 
Frank Burton – Renault 750,  
April Autocross – 1962  
(copyright Anthony Hollister) 
 
This was a 1956 Renault 750 in which 
Frank successfully competed in 
Autocross, Driving Tests and Production 
car trials. It was fitted with an 850cc 
Gordini block and stage 3 Downton 
engine. Breaking half shafts were a 
problem which was resolved by fitting 
those from Gordini.  
       
In 1962 driving this car Frank was 
overall winner of The Cornish Capers 
Driving Tests. 
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Championship 
Chat 
 

M any thanks to all of our 
drivers, riders and Restart 
subscribers who got their 
2005 entry forms in to me 

early this year. By now all drivers, riders 
and navigators should have received 
letters giving them their 2005 numbers. If 
there is anyone reading this that thinks 
they should have received a letter and 
hasn’t, then please let me know. 
 

And especial thanks to those kind souls 
who subscribed twice!! I have destroyed 
all the duplicate cheques so no one will 
have paid twice over. Response to the 
decision to treat the motorcyclists in the 
same way as the car drivers has, I feel, 
been encouraging.  No doubt Keith 
Johnston will make his views known 
elsewhere in the magazine. In terms of 
numbers of people registering for the 
various championships we are not far 
short of the year end total for 2004, and 
I’ve no doubt that there will be quite a 
few more to register yet. Most 
encouraging had been the upsurge in 
teams registered in the car 
championships. To date we have nine 
team names registered, a huge increase 
on last year, but sadly two of the teams 
only have two drivers registered 
individually and one of the teams is but a 
name yet, with no confirmed members!!. 
No doubt that will change over the next 
month or so. 
 

The various tables have a familiar look 
to them with the occasional slightly less 
well-known name cropping up. In the 
Wheelspin, Adrian Dommett leads by 
seven points from Dave Haizelden with 
Andrew Martin in third. This trio is 
closely followed by Sticker Martin and 

Tommy Kalber but surprisingly none of 
the top five are going to make the trip to 
Cumbria for championship points.  
 

The Crackington is led by Dave 
Haizelden by the narrowest of margins 
from Adrian Dommett and Andrew 
Martin. Bill Bennett, Michael Collins and 
Roger Bricknell are not far adrift. With 
both Bill and Roger scheduled to 
compete in the Northern they should 
benefit. Interestingly, there is no class 8 
driver in either table until Carl Talbot 
pops up as eighth in the Wheelspin and 
tenth in the Crackington. I don’t expect 
that to stay the same for very much 
longer!.  
 

The Navigators League has a familiar 
look to it, with Judy Phillips, Liz Bennett 
and Aaron Haizelden leading the way, 
but with a newcomer to the competition, 
Jane Beer (Andrew Martin’s passenger) 
sitting in fourth place.  
 

On the Team Table front More Bump 
and Grind, consisting of Lucky Bart, 
Craner Waters and Arnie Martin (names 
as given to me on their entry form!), are 
a few points ahead of the JVs, who are 
made up of Giles Greenslade, Bill 
Bennett and Tony Young. The all ladies 
team, Mud Plugging Maidens (Emma 
Flay, Nicola Wainwright and Kelly 
Thomas) have got some points on the 
board courtesy of three silvers on the 
Exeter, as have the FWDs of Dave 
Haizelden, Paul Allaway and Michael 
Collins. 
 

By the time this appears in Restart we 
will have had the annual flog up the M6 
to partake of the delights of Cumbria 
during the Northern Trial. Its always a 
thoroughly good weekend and well worth 
the effort. Hope to see some more of 
you there this year. Until the next edition 
of Restart, enjoy your trialling. 

Chris 
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Wheelspin Table 2005
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Adrian Dommett 5 9 9 23
David Haizelden 5 8 3 16
Andrew Martin 5 3 6 14
Tommy Kalber 5 7 12
Sticker Martin 7 5 12
Michael Collins 3 6 1 10
Adrian Marfell 10 10
Carl Talbot 10 10
Paul Bartleman 8 8
Roger Bricknell 3 4 7
Simon Woodall 5 1 6
Paul Allaway 5 5
Bill Bennett 5 5
Jeff Buchanan 5 5
Michael Chatwin 5 5
Gregor Dixon-Smith 5 5
David Dyer 5 5
Nick Farmer 5 5
Ray Goodright 5 5
Giles Greenslade 5 5
Stuart Harrold 5 5
David Miller 5 5
Brian Partridge 5 5
Mike Pearson 5 5
Colin Perryman 5 5
Bryan Phipps 5 5
Stuart Roach 5 5
Bill Rosten 5 5
Tony Rothin 5 5
Mark Smith 5 5
Dudley Sterry 5 5
Mark Tooth 5 5
Jonathan Toulmin 5 5
Dave Wall 5 5
Rob Wells 5 5
Tim Whellock 5 5
Tony Young 5 5
Harvey Waters 2 2 4
Tristan White 4 4
Mal Allen 3 3
Terry Ball 3 3
Colin Biles 3 3
Barry Clarke 3 3
Ian Davis 3 3
Emma Flay 3 3
Nigel Hilling 3 3
John Ludford 3 3
Dean Partington 3 3
Stephen Potter 3 3
John Sargeant 3 3
Dave Sargeant 3 3
David Symons 3 3
Kelly Thomas 3 3
Nicola Wainright 3 3
Peter Barr 1 1
Neil Bray 1 1
Andrew Brown 1 1
Jonathan Elliott 1 1
Peter Hart 1 1
Denis Johns 1 1
Murray Montgomery-Smith 1 1
Ed Nikel 1 1
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Crackington Table 2005
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David Haizelden 5.0 10.6 10.5 26.1 26.1
Adrian Dommett 5.0 10.4 10.6 26.0 26.0
Andrew Martin 5.0 11.0 10.0 26.0 26.0
Bill Bennett 5.0 9.4 9.6 24.0 24.0
Michael Collins 3.0 9.6 9.5 22.1 22.1
Roger Bricknell 3.0 10.0 9.0 22.0 22.0
Sticker Martin 10.9 10.5 21.4 21.4
David Symons 3.0 8.6 8.5 20.1 20.1
David Dyer 9.5 10.6 20.1 20.1
Carl Talbot 9.0 11.00 20.0 20.0
Harvey Waters 8.9 9.5 18.4 18.4
Tristan White 9.9 8.5 18.4 18.4
Paul Bartleman 8.0 10.0 18.0 18.0
Ross Norman 10.0 8.0 18.0 18.0
Peter Barr 1.0 6.5 9.6 17.1 17.1
Dudley Sterry 5.0 6.0 6.0 17.0 17.0
Tommy Kalber 5.0 11.0 16.0 16.0
Simon Woodall 5.0 11.0 16.0 16.0
Mark Smith 5.0 10.5 15.5 15.5
Giles Greenslade 5.0 10.2 15.2 15.2
Jeff Buchanan 5.0 9.3 14.3 14.3
David Miller 5.0 7.9 12.9 12.9
John Sargeant 3.0 9.5 12.5 12.5
Colin Biles 3.0 9.2 12.2 12.2
Tony Young 5.0 0.0 7.0 12.0 12.0
Colin Perryman 5.0 6.9 11.9 11.9
Terry Ball 3.0 8.5 11.5 11.5
David Malin 4.9 6.5 11.4 11.4
Stephen Potter 3.0 7.6 10.6 10.6
Adrian Marfell 10.5 10.5 10.5
Dave Sargeant 3.0 7.5 10.5 10.5
Keith Sanders 10.2 10.2 10.2
Mal Allen 3.0 7.0 10.0 10.0
Stuart Harrold 5.0 4.0 9.0 9.0
Derek Tyler 9.0 9.0 9.0
David Bowlas 8.3 8.3 8.3
Brian Partridge 5.0 3.0 8.0 8.0
Terry Coventry 7.6 7.6 7.6
Chris Symons 1.0 6.6 7.6 7.6
Thomas Jones 7.5 7.5 7.5
John Ludford 3.0 4.0 7.0 7.0
Brian Alexander 6.6 6.6 6.6
John Wilton 6.6 6.6 6.6
Tim Hellings 6.5 6.5 6.5
Ian Davis 3.0 3.0 6.0 6.0
Peter Hart 1.0 5.0 6.0 6.0
Timothy Smith 6.0 6.0 6.0
Richard Shirley 6.0 6.0 6.0
Simon Groves 5.9 5.9 5.9
Kim Dear 5.6 5.6 5.6
Eric Smith 5.0 5.0 5.0
Paul Allaway 5.0 5.0 5.0
Michael Chatwin 5.0 5.0 5.0
Gregor Dixon-Smith 5.0 5.0 5.0
Nick Farmer 5.0 5.0 5.0
Ray Goodright 5.0 5.0 5.0
Mike Pearson 5.0 5.0 5.0
Bryan Phipps 5.0 5.0 5.0
Stuart Roach 5.0 5.0 5.0
Bill Rosten 5.0 5.0 5.0
Tony Rothin 5.0 5.0 5.0
Mark Tooth 5.0 5.0 5.0
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
6th March Camel Heights Camel Vale * 
12th March Derbyshire VSCC * 
13th March March Hare Falcon ACTC Invite 
19th March Scottish VSCC * 
25th March Lands End MCC Championship (C/M) 
10th April Bovey Down Windwhistle ACTC Invite 
16th April Kimber MGCC * 
17th April Presidents Camel Vale ACTC Invite 
24th April Kyrle Ross Championship (C) 
24th April Sphinx Cheltenham HGMC Championship (M) 
22nd May Ilkley Ilkley MC ACTC Invite 
10th July Testing Trial MCC * 
11th September Taw & Torridge Holsworthy Championship (C/M) 
18th September Exe Valley Crash Box Championship (C/M) 
1st October Edinburgh MCC Championship (C/M) 
8th October Welsh VSCC * 
8th October Ebworth Stroud ACTC Invite 
16th October Exmoor Clouds Minehead Championship (C/M) 
23rd October Tamar L&NCMC Championship (C/M) 
30th October Tarka North Devon Championship (M) 
6th November Mechanics Stroud ACTC Invite 
6th November Lakeland VSCC * 
6th November Bodmin Camel Vale ACTC Invite 
20th November Hardy Woolbridge Championship (C/M) 
27th November Neil Westcott Exmoor MC Championship (M) 
27th November Allen BMC&LCC Championship (C) 
4th December Camel Classic Camel Vale Championship (C) 
  

*  Member club events with restrictions as to which clubs are invited or which vehicles are eligible. 

Windwhistle Motor Club’s Second single venue 
clubsport Bovey Down Trial in East Devon 

Sunday 10th April 2005  
 

22+ sections including Norman’s Hump, Clinton, Monica, Hilary  
plus one or two new ones. Two special tests. 

 

See Restart Issue 2 June 2004 for report and pictures of the first  
Bovey Down Trial 

 
Contact:  Tim Whellock 01460 53645 home 01460 66434 work 

timwhellock@supanet.com   
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